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Concrete canoe, steel bridge
regional competeitions at UMR
Chip Kastner
News Writer
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The student chapter of the American Society of Civil Engineers at the University of Missouri-Rolla will be hostin g the ASCE's regional
conference and student competitions from
Thursday, April 27 to Saturday, April 29. The
two student competitions are the steel bridge
building competition and the concrete canoe
race.
The events start at 9 a.m. on Thursday in
the Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose Building with
an inspection of the steel bridges, which must
conform to rigid constraints on length, width
and height. Soon after the conclusion of the
inspections at around 10 a. m., the competitions
will begin . .
"I think we stand a good chance at the
competition this year," Mike Holesapple, the
student in charge of the steel bridge competition
this year, said. "We have a good design and,
also, good fabrication; something that has been
difficult for us in past years."
The bridges, which must be 22 feet in
length w ith a 14 foot span, wi ll be tested on several criteria: the time it takes to put the bridge
together, its weight, cost, the amo unt by which
it deflects whe n a 2000 pou nd load is placed in
the center along wit h· a 500 pou nd load on one
end, the capacity-to-weight ratio and the aesthetic appeaJ. The testing of the bridges wi ll
take up the majority of Thursday afte·moon.
The UM R team wi ll be competing aga inst
I lather schools in the region . In the 1999 competition , UMR came in first in the region and
went to the national compelition in Anchorage,
Alaska, and fini shed II th out of 40 teams.

Throughout the 1990s, UMR performed quite
'well in the competitions at both the regiona l and
national levels.
At 8:3 0 a.m. on Friday, the concrete canoes
from 13 schools including UMR will be put on
display for judgi ng in the Gale Bullman Multi PurpQse Building. This event will last until 10
a.m. From 2:30 to 6 p.m. , the teams will give
oral presentations about their canoes in the
Miles Auditorium in the Mechanical Engineering building.
The actual concrete canoe race will be held
from 9 a. m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday at Little
Prairie Lake Conservation Area, which is located 1 mile east Of Highway V on the North Outer
Road of 1-44, about five miles east of Roll a.
"The key to this competition is coming up
. with a lightweight but strong mi x of concrete,"
Dr. Roger LaBoube, the faculty supervisor of
the student competitions, said . The teams at the
concrete canoe competition w iII be judged on
the displays and wr itten and oral reports presented on Friday, but also the abi lity to get the
canoe across the lake in both distance and
sprinting matches.
The winning school in the regional conipeti tian will advan<;e to the national competition
held in May. Although UMR has not proceeded
to the nationals in recent years, the concrete
canoe team remains hopeful and enthusiastic
about the event.
Besides the competitions, events re levant
to the ASCE regional conference wi ll be held.
On Friday evening, a business meeting and a
social event will be held . On Saturday, a lunch
and an evening banquet. with an accompanying
technical di scussion will take place.
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meanor is resis tin g arr es t, w hich
is c lass ified as· a C lass A mi sdemeanor. The second misdemeanor
Durin g Dr. Oli ve r Manuel's
is w illfull y opposing a nd res istin g
deposition he arin g on April 13 , a
a Missouri State Highway Patroltrial date of June I , 2000 al the
man . Thi s is an un c lassified mi sPhelps County Co urth o use. Dur- demeanor and is treated as a C lass
ing. thi s hearin g, the a tto rneys for
A misdemeanor. If Ma nu el is
the State of Missouri a nd Dr.
found g uilt y, he ca n face up to
Oliver Manuel m ade stateme nts one year in the Phelps Co unty Jail
on the case to th e Honorab le or pay a fine up to one thou sand
Mary W. Sheffield. Representing dollars. Cons id erin g there a re two
the State of Mi ssouri was Ph e lps
charges> if the Judge She ffield ,
County Prosecuting Attorney
orders consecutive sentences, the
Kenneth C lay ton and repr,esenting
time or amount is double wha t the
Manu el"was Mr. Dan Birdsong of actual sentence would be for a
Thomas, Bird song, and Becker, • single conviction.
PC.
The tri a l date is set for June
I at 9 a.m. on the second floor of
Neither counsel could be
reached for comment on the tri a l.
th e Phelps County C ourihou s e
a nd will be pre s ided over b y
Manuel is charged with two
Sheffield ..
misdemeanors. The first misde-
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Millennium Arch
installation begins

Installation of the Millennium Arch, a sculpture designed by Edwia 'Sains
and created using the UMR developed water jet technology, began last
'
photo by Kristen Defilippo
week, after some delays.

Retention committee makes recomendations
Gretchen Gawer
Assistant Features Editor
The University · of MissouriRolla has rece ntl y been concerned
with increasing the recruitment and
retention of its students. Several programs have been developed towards
this effort and the Retention committee has recently published a report
out li ning ilS recommendations for
increas ing retenlion and the graduation rate.
The Retention Committee has
outlined five gene ral recommendations to address this problem: create a
business degree prog ram, promote
alternat ives to engineering, enhance
teaching and adv ising, create a sense
of community among st udents, faculty and staff and de-emphasize UMR 's
ACT scores when recruiting freshman.
The committee hopes that by creating a bus iness degree as an Arts and
Sciences program that emphasizes

quantitative ri gor, ethics and communications, it could attract and keep stude nts. This especially applies to th ose
students who are attracted by the
potential workforce demands for
those know ledgeable in both business
and technology and that for business
majors who can interaci we ll wit h
eng ineers and scientists. Debra
Robinson, Director of the Center for
Personal and Professional Development and the Chair of the relention
committee said, " We think it [offerin g
a business major] would offer 'more
options for majors for studenls. If a
student d ~cided riot to major in engineering, they could maj or in business,
a common major, wi th out having to
leave UMR." "
Promoting altematives to pursuing an engineering degree would help
keep students at UMR w ho have
decided not to become engineers but
are not awa re of the opportunities that
exist in other majors. Robinson said,
"Not that many people seem to be

aware of all the majors. We have a lot
of good majors, but students just don't
know about them ."
Rewarding effective teaching
and adv ising wou ld en hance the quality of education thaI srud ents receive,
th us encour.a ging them to stay, according to the committee. A new professor
orientation would also help as wou ld
works hops and lectures for facu lty on
teach ing. Robinson said, "Effective
teaching and effective advisin g would
be taken into account for promotions
and salaries."
Fina ll y, programs aimed at connecting students to the campus committee may help rete ntion rates. These
current ly include the Mentor Program, now the Freshman Leadership
and Success Program, efforts to
increase school spirit such as the
block party and all-student tailgate,
and the Hit the G round Running Program, which is new for this year. This

see Retention, page 4
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NEWSBRIEFS ON CAMPUS
Multi-Purpose Building. About 500
The alumni association solici ts
souri-Ro ll a stude nt and two 1998
UMR grad uates are among the 850 app li cations from appro ved student degrees wi ll be awarded.
Ted Weise of Memphis, Tenn. ,
students 10 the United States to be groups for project funding twice each
ret ired as preside nt and chief execuawarded the Nationa l Science Founyear, in September and February, and
Dr. James O. Stoffer, Curato rs'
tive officer of FedEx , will be the
dation Graduate Research Fellowship awa rds up to $2,500 each semester.
Professor of chemi stry and director of for 2000.
Th e Spring 2000 recipients are speaker durin g commence ment.
the Grad uate Center for Materi al s
Weise received a bachelor of science
The fe ll owships are fo r promisas fo ll ows: The Formula SAE Team
Research at the University of Mis- ing young mathe matici ans, scientists for the ann ual Form ula SA E race car degree in electrica l engineerin g fro m
souri-Rolla, will re tire fro m UMR
UMR in 1967. Hejo in ed FedEx as its
competition; T he Chinese Stud ents
and engineers who plan to pursue lifeeffective Sept. I. He plans to remain
23rd employee in 1972. Now, the
long careers marked by sign ificant
and Schol ars Association for its AIIactive in resea rch w ithin the UMR
con tribut ions to research, teaching Campus Celebration Barbecu e: The company employees 145 ,000 people
department of Chemi stry afte r retirewo rld wide. He became president and
and industrial app lications in science, Society of Mining Engineers student
ment.
mathematics and engineeri ng. Each chapter for its "M ining in My Neigh- chief executive officer of Fed Ex in
Stoffer earned a bachelor of sci1998. He reti red from the company in
fellow sh ip provides an annual stipend borhood" bi ll board contest; the-Chri sence degree in chemistry from Mount of $ 16,200 for th ree years.
tian CampusJ'eIlQws~ ip for itS " Feed ~ January. Weise wi ll receive an honUnion College and a Ph.D. in chemThe current UMR student to be the 5,000" all-campus picnic; the ' o~ary doctor of engineering degree
istry fro m Purdue University. He did
awa rded the NS F fe llowship is Ameri can Concrete
student" duri!)g commencement.
post-doctorate work at Cornell UniRachel E. Joh ns of Whitewater, Wis., chapter . for' .its
the
/ The profess ional degree recipiversity, then joined the UMR faculty
a senior in Chemical Engineering, annual Egg'
enis· are:
as an assistant professor of chem istry
who plans to study bioengineerin g
, petition'.
J. Bradsh aw of
in 1963 . He was named associate prothe Uni versity of Washington . Johns
Projects
Calif. , seni or vice presifesso r of chemistry in 1966 and proalso has been a;"arded the Whitaker" a large
dent'of Z iLOG of San Jose, Calif. He
fessor of chemi stry in 1982. He
joined .the company in 1985 as vice
Foundation Grad uate Fellowship 1M " one Or
became director of the UMR 's MateI.
president of worldwide operations.
Biomedical Engineering, which prorials Research Center in 1992 and was
vides an annual, renewable stipend of
He became senior vice president of
awarded the Curators' Professorship $ 18,500.
",,""v.;UMR
ZiL9$' in 1989. Earlier, he was vice
in chemistry in 1998.
The two UMR grad uates who
2.
'president of operations planning and
During his 37 yea rs at UMR, are NSF awardees are: Eric J. Car~#",,0
cOnfro~ at General Instrument Corp.
Stoffer has received five Outstanding
a lso held various positions with
leton of Loven, Wyo., a 1998 CeramTeacher Awards and three Faculty
ic Engi neering graduate who no w
tradition( '\ TeXlls Instrument s and served as
Excellence Awards. He has publi shed
studies Materials Engi neering at the
u~ni A's·socia; . d~}e'Ctor of worldwide plann ing at
about 100 technical papers and
;'.
S}
~ Mostek Corp. He rece ived a bachelor
Uni ve rsity of Ca li fornia-Berke ley;
received fi ve patents in his career. Jerry W. Gander of Shelbyville, Mo.,
5 HeIghten fb_e.Jvisi~ilif:Y of tA~ of sc ience degree in Mathematics
An authori ty in coating sciences and
MSM-UMR Alumni Association on
from UMR in 1971. He received a
a 1999 UMR Civil Engi neering gradpo lymers, Stoffer developed UMR 's
uate, who now stud ies Environmental campus and in the greater communit y: master's degrees in Business and Scipo lymer chemistry program, which
Eng ineering at the University of
ence Administration fro m the Univerwas one of the first programs in the ' Iowa.
. - Edward Fris of Vienna, Va.,
Honorary Profe~sonial retired
United States to be accredited by the
in 1975 as Lt. Gen. in the U.S.
Ameri can Chemical Society. Most of
degrees to be awarded
Marine Corps. He joined the Marine
MSM-UMR
-Alumni
Stoffer 'S current research deals with
Corps in 1943. During his service he
April 13
th e preparation and properti es of
Association
Assists
attended th e Naval Training School at
coatings and polymers with th e theme
Student Organizations
The ' Uni versity of Mi ssouri - Harvard Un iversity, the Massachuof mak ing more environ mentally
setts Institute of TechnOlOgy, and th e
Roll a w ill award honorary and profrie nd ly coatings.
Naval Post-Graduate School (engi fessional degrees to several al umni
neering electronics) in Montere y,
The MSM-UMR Alumni Asso- during its 127th Ann ual CommenceCalif. He received a bachelor of sci Three from UMR award- ciation recentl y presented $2,500 in
ment Saturday, May 13.
ence degree in Electrica l Engineerin g
Commencement begins at 2 p.m.
ed NSF Graduate Fel- grants to five student organi zations at
the Uni ve rsity of Missouri-Roll a. The at UM R's football field. In case of from UMR (then known as the Mi slowships
souri School of Mines and Metallurgrants were to help support the stuinclement weather, commencement
dent gro ups' projects.
will be held in the Gale Bullman gy) in 1943. He was awarded the
One current University of Mi sUMR Alumni Achievement Awa rd in

UMR's James Stoffer to
retire Sept. 1
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- Les l ie Gro upp of Lake
Oswego, Ore., . is lechnical manager
for High Temp Inc. of Ponland, Ore.
The company is a producer of refractory prod ucts for the sleel and alu- ,
minum maki ng industries. He prev iously he ld management positions in
research , quality assurance, and manufact uring. Hi s 25 year career has
included the development of carbongraphite cruc ibles, pressed shapes as
well as large 10 ton calcium a luminate castable products. He received
bachelor and master of science
degrees in Ceramic Engineering fro m
UMR in 1973 and 1975, respectively.
He also 'received a bachelor of science
degree from the State University of
New York in Buffalo, N.'Y. and a master of an s degree in administration
from New York . University in New
York City.
- John Hedrick of St. Louis, is
co-founder, president and chief executive officer of Automation and Control Technologies Inc. of St. Louis.
The firm is a 12-year old St. Louisbased company that specializes in
engineering design and system integration of man ufact uring control and
information technology. He specializes in tech ni cal consulting in the
applicatio n of plant information and
control systems in the batch and continuous process industries. He graduated from UMR in 1969 with a bachelor of science degree in physics. He
is a senior member of the Instrument
Society of America and the Industrial
Computing Society. He has authored
a book as well as numerous papers
-':Dav id
L.
Hopkins
of
Wardsville, Mo., serves as the operating supervisor for licensed operator
training at the AmerenUE Call away
Nuclear Plant of Fulton , Mo., a position he has held since 1988. As an
instructor, he speci alizes in the training of initial NRC li censing candidates in reactor and nuclear physics.
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-Viewpoints on Politics 2000Gun Control Rights
'Life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness'
Charles Robinson
Political Columnist

concerning their arrest of student Sean A. Taylor for Misdemeanor Possession of Marijuana and Drug Paraphernalia. Same was released on summons.

TJ resident director takes position
as Student Services Coordinator
Charles Robinson
News Writer
Tammy Pratt, the two year Resident Director of Thomas Jefferson
Residence Hall, wi ll end her position
this May 3. As of June I Pratt will be
taking over the position of Student
Services Coordinator in the Student
Affairs Office. Last February, Carol
Durk left the position to pursue.oti)er
avenues and at that time Pratt said that
she was interested in the position.
Mr, James Murphy, di rector of
Residential Life said, "Tammy has
been a valuable member of this
department and while I regret her

moving, this is a good professional
advancement for her." Murphy also
said, "I am also very glad that she is
being given this opportunity."
Pratt was unable to be reached
for comment on her new position and
feelings about leaving the Residential ,
Life Department.
Wh ile working in the Student
Affairs Office, Pratt wi ll be reporti ng
to Dr. Denise Schlake who is supervising the positi.on of Student Services Coordinator.
At this time, there is not a successor for Pratt as Resident Director,
althought a committeee has been
formed to appoint a new one.

Cuhan-American Community Rails
Against Feds' Action
Jmr.edu)
JmJ.edU)
Jmr.edU)
trnr.edu)
mr.edu)
Imr.edu)
tmr.edu)
Imr.edu)
mr.edu)
mr.edu)
tmr.edu)
mr.edu)
mr.edu)
mr.edu)
mr.edu) •
nel.org)
mr.edU)
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Mark Fineman
L.A, Times/Washington Post
Irene Alonso 's husband, Ruben,
kept the television on all night, j ust in
case. Then, at 5: 15 Saturday morning,
he shook her awake with horror in his
eyes and venom in his veins.
"Look ! Look what they ' re doing
to that poor little boy!" Alonso shouted as he dragged hi s wife to the set in
their Little Havana home at the very
moment that federal agents launched
Operation Reunion live on global TV.
" It was jusi so horrible, " Irene
recalled later as she waited to bailout
Ruben at the Miami-Dade County
Jail , where most of those gathered
believed that police had overreacted
and provoked many confrontations.
"How could this happen in the United

States? It was like being back in Cuba
again."
In less than two hours after those
images were broadcast, the Alonsos
were in the streets with their 19-yearold daughter at the start of a marathon
day of venting here, a day of fury,
confusion, betrayal and then sad resignation that ended with more than
184 people behind bars and gaping
wounds in a Cuban American exile
communi ty that has bui lt so much of
this city and has worried about its
most famous new symbol for so long.
And as community leaders railed
against "a betrayal of all the values
and principles that (A merica) represents," Irene Alonso spent most of
her time trying to get a husband who

see Reaction, page 4

The dealer can provide a trigger lock,
however, it is ultimatel y up to the
owner to put the trigger lock on . Just
by handing out the trigger locks does
not mean the gun is going to be safe,
but it is at least a step in the right

There are two ways that you can
look at gun control in the United
States. Either you are for it or you are
agai nst it. Most people don 't see it any direction .
other way. However there is another
Another thing is that the timing
way to look at it.
for background checks should be
What if it was keeping your Sec- expanded to three days instead of one
ond Amendment rights to bear arms day as proposed by the Republicans.
or your unalienable rights of life, libIf gun owners really want the gun,
erty . and the pursuit of happiness? then they can wait a couple more days
Which one would you choose?
just to make sure of the safety. Why
Lets look at the way the Democ- would they rush to get the gun? Even
rats stand. First of all,.we believe that buyers at a gun show should be
we should protect the utmost ri ghts of required to wait the maximum amount
Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Hap- of time, allowi'ng a complete and thorpiness. With the amount of handg uns, ough background check.
assault rifles and regular rifles out on
With legislation that has been
the market and the increase of weapon introduced in Congress by the Repubpurchases in the last year, the best way licans, many assault rifles that are curto protect our rights as human beings rently banned would be all owed back
is to strengthen gun control. I know onto the market. With the backing of
that thi s may offend many gun owners the National Rifle Association, the
and the members of the National Rifle Right wing co nservati ves have
Association, but there are ways to aid pressed the issue of concealed
in our safety without banning guns.
weapons, opposing mandatory trigger
Consider these ideas. What if ' locks and the issue of closing the
each gun dealer and pawnshop was loophole for gun show background
required to provide trigger locks when checks.
they sold either a handgun or a rifle.
With the Columbine High School

shooting taking place a year ago and
many memories of the tragedy and
loss suffered by the school, friends
and family of the survivors, the Second Amendment right to bear arms
does not seem appropriate at this time.
The right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness was denied to those
youth and · a teacher who died . I support the right to life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness by backing the
Democrats with mandatory trigger
locks and longer gun show background checks. From a piece of
hearsay, the lady who purchased the
weapons used in the Columbine
shooting wo uld not have purchased
the weapons if she would have had to
wait three days for a background
check . Personally, that right there says
it all.
In light of these arguments, it is
ultimately left up to the individual
conscience . Do you support the
unalienable rights of ·'Life, Liberty
and the Pursuit of Happiness' or do
you support the second amendment as
the right to bear arms? Please send
any comments or quest ions to
crobinp@umr. e du or miner@.J
umr.edu .

'Give me liberty or give me death!'
Chris Wilson
Political Columnist
"A well regulated Militia, being
necessary to the securi ty of a free
State, the right of the people to keep
and bear Arms, shall not be
infringed. " To thqse of you who
remember your 8th grade civics class,
or have taken Political Science 90,
you recognize the preceding quote as
the Second Amendment to the Constitution of the Un ited States of America. Here is another curious quote that
some of you may also remember, "We
. the People of the United States, in
Order to form a more perfect Union,
establi sh Justice, insure domestic
Tranquility, provide for the common
defense, promote the general Wei fare,
and secure the Blessings of Liberty to
ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain
and establi sh this Constitution for the
Uni ted States of America." Now, what
do these two quotes have in common
besides the fact that they are both part
of our Constitution? They relate the
sole basis for the ex istence of our
nation and one of the most controversial topics in the political arena, which
are respectively, freedom and gun
control.
Gun control has always been on
the chopping block of liberals. Especially since the Brady Bi ll was passed,
and in the wake of the rece nt school
shooti ngs, gun control has taken front
and center stage of political debate.

And, as is always the case in politics,
there are two sides: those who want to
eventually eliminate the citizens' right
to bear arms, and those who want to
preserve the Freedoms established by
our Founding Fathers. To anti-gun
activists, el iminating firearms wi ll
eliminate all firearm related catastrophes. There is one poignant example
where this mindset did not lead to success. During Prohi'b(tion (enacted by
the 18th Amendment in 1919), the
government tried to eli minate the sale
and consumption of alcohol in the
United States. What happened as a
result? Bootleggers produced their
own alcohol and sold it to citizens. In
order to combat these lawbreakers, the
Federal government enlisted the help
of U.S. Marshals and other law
enforcement agencies. In the end,
countless numbers of law enforcement officers and citizens lost their
lives in a war that was not necessary.
These people died for Prohibition ,
which was eventuall y repealed by the
21st Amendment in 1933 .
Are the liberals correct that
something must be done about gun
related violence? Yes, almost any
politician will concede that something
must be done about criminals with
guns. However, as ;s shown in the war
on drugs, even though something is
outlawed , does not mean that it cannot
be obtained by a criminal. Our school
is located next to the "Drug Corridor"
of the Midwest! If you ask a random

person on the street why Interstate 44
is known by that name, they will most
likely not respond, "Because we have
the largest number of pharmacies, per
capita, in the Midwest." They do not
set up drug checkpoints to see who
bought the extra large bottle of
Tylenol at WaiCMart. Taking away the
sight that allows law-abiding citizens
to bear arms will not ensure that criminals will not be able to acqui re
fi rearms. If we want to fight gun related violence, we need to target the
criminals, not the guns.
This country was founded on the
belief that all people have the right to
be free. This right is what made our
country. Without this right our country would cease to exist. Anti-gun
acti vists contend that the Founding
Fathers intended the second amendment for a different purpose. They
maintain that the context (the late 18th
century United States) in which the
Bill of Rights was written makes certain Amendments contained therein
inapplicab le. However, many people
believe that the Founding Fathers
enacted the Bill of Rights to preserve
Freedom. The Constitution states in
its preamble that it was written to
"establish justice," "provide for the
common defense," and "secure the
Blessi ngs of Liberty." In particular,
the 2nd Amendment itself states that
the right to bear arms is necessary to

see Gun Control, page 4
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Gun Control
From page 3
insure the security of a free state.
Maybe the word s and thoughts of
those who were there , when thi s
,Country was born , and those who
serve thi s country now best expl ain
the intent of the Constitution and
the Second Amendment.
George Washington said ,
" Firearms stand next in importance
to the constitution itself They are
the American people's liberty teeth
and the keystone under independ-

ence .. The rifle and pi sto l are
equall y ind is pensabl e ... Th e very
atmosphere of firearm s an ywhere
and everywhere restrains evil interference - th ey deserve a place of
honor with all that is good ."
Abraham Lincoln sa id , "We,
the people are the rightful masters
of both Con gress and th e Courtsnot to overthrow the Constitution ,
but to overthrow men who pervert
the Constitution ."
Benjamin Franklin said, "They
that would give up essential liQerty
for a little temporary safety deserve
neither liberty nor safety."

Patrick Hen ery said , "Guard
with jealous attention the public libSu spect ' everyone who
ert y.
approaches that jewel. Unfortunately, nothing will preserve it but
downri ght force . Whenever you
giv e up that force, you are
ruined .. .The great object is th at
every man be armed ... Everyon e
who is able may have a gun ."
The Declaration of Independence reads, "[Governments derive]
their just powers from the consent
of the governed , -That whenever
any Form of Government becomes
destructive of these ends, it is the

Ri ght of the People to alter or to
aboli sh it, and to institute new Government. .. But when a long train of
abu ses · and usurpations, purs uing
in vari abl y the same Object evinces
a de sign to reduce them under
absolute Despoti sm, it is their ri ght,
it is their duty, to throw off such
Government, and to provide new
Guards for their future security."
Steve Symms , U.S. Senator
from Idaho, said , " In America, freedom and justice have always come
from the ballot box, the jury box .
and when that fails, the cartridge
box ."

Here are quotes from two people who support (or did support)
gun control:
President Bill · Clinton , March
I, 1993 (during a press conference
in Piscataway, NJ) said, "[The United States) can ' t be so fi xed on our
desire to preserve the rights of ordinary Americans __."
Finally, Adolf Hitler said ,
" 1938 will go down in history! For
the first time, a civili zed nation has
full gun regi stration! Our streets
will be safer, our police more efficient and the world will follow our
lead into tne future!"

aLf

Reaction
From page 3
fled communism in Cuba out of jail in America
Appealing for calm among his 800,000 Cuban
American constituents Saturday evening, MiamiDade County Mayor Alex Penelas expressed his
,own "anger and frustrations at the federal govemment's actions" during the raid that
"snatched" 6-year-old Cuban castaway Elian
Gonzalez rrom his great-uncle's Little Havana
home.
Echoing so many whose pained reaction
paralyzed about 10 city blocks all day, the Miami
city mayor, Joe Carollo, added: " I can't fi nd the
words to express the indignation, the shame I fe lt
this moming toward our fed eral govemment."
Most of those gathered in the streets chose
to express their feelings through signs and slogans, although some used bonles and stones,
occasionally pelting columns of helmeted and
gas-masked riot police in a disorganized ballet

for control of the streets. But behind it all was a
shared sense of righteous passion.
A Jeep festooned with Cuban flags and
graffiti declaring "Clinton Disgraced His Family;
Now He Disgraced Ours" attempted to break
through police lines. A shirtless, elderly man
silently held a sign reading "Ashamed to be an
American." Scores wore T-shirts calling the US.
president a Communist. Some even bumed the
American flag.
Amid such imagery, which underscored the
conflicting emotions sHared by hundreds of thou- .
sands of Cuban famili es divided by two nations
and systems that have been sparring since Cuban
President Fidel Castro's revolution 41 years ago,
many in the streets felt ripped in half by their
ancestry and their nationality.
"What they did to that boy is anti-American. It 's anti-democratic," shouted Jaime Velasco, a 64-year-old waiter who came to the United
States a year after Castro's revolution. "Of course
today I' m ashamed of America. Because I love
this country."

Later, appearing alongside Penelas and
local religious leaders in a televised appeal for
peaceful protest, Carollo was in tears.
"No matter how much we hurt inside," he
said, "we cannot think with our hearts. We have'
to think with our heads.... That is the best way
we can help Elian Gonzalez, help Miami and put
less shame on America today."
At the Miami-Dade County Jail, amid a
throng of weeping and wonried family members
seeking word of relatives and friends arrestCd
earlier in the day, Irene Alonso was dealing with
several levels of pain.
As a mother wailed in the background, "I
brought my son to America to be rree, and now
he's here in jail," Alonso reflected on what drove
her, her husband and daughter and so many others into the streets Saturday.
"It was just so cruel. You don't do that to a
little cbild," sho: said of the raid. "If they had
gone in in an orderl y fashion, none of this would
have happened. "

Retention

- with
fri"

From page 1
June, incoming fi-eshman can participate in the month
long prognarn in which students take chemistry and
math for credit and participate in activities promoting
leadership and community spirit The final part of this
incentive is the implementation of leaming communities.
According to the US News and World Report
rankings, published Aug. 30, 1999, UMR had one of the
lowest rreshman retention rates and graduation rates
among similar schools. 79 percent of rreshman retumed
after their fi rst year as compared to 83 percent at the
University of Missouri-Columbia, Michigan Tech, and
Iowa State, 92 percent at the University of Illinois, and
84 percent at the Colorado School of Mines, and 87 percent at P~rdue. Graduation rates (percentage of students
graduating after six years) showed a similar trend.
UMR had a 55 percent graduation rate, as opposed to 77
percent atthe University ofi ll inois, 60 percent at UMC,
63 percent at Michigan Tech and 65 perceni a Purdue.
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$310/month. Contact Barb 3684263
.
or
email
wilkcd@ rollanet.org.

Fo r Sale

ADS

1999 Honda CBR 600 F4. 1700
miles. 3-yea r extended wa rranty,

Announcements
S FUNDRAtSER S Open to student groups & organizations.
Earn $5 pe r MC app. We supply
all materials at no cost. Ca ll for
Info or visit our website. , -800932-0528 ex. 65 www.ocm J concepts.com

For Rent
FURNISHED ROOMS FOR
RENT, Guys or Gals, Singl e Occupancy, Across stre el from Visitors
Parking Lot, Air condilioned, electric heat, Qu iet Study Environment, Contract now for FalllWinter
Semes ters, Summ er Co ntracts
also availabl e, Contact Louise
Joh nson, 11 02- 1104 North Rolla
Street (Days) Evening s call 3646768 lor Appointment.
House for Rent~ 3-4 bedroom
house, clean, well insulated, 2
baths, basement. central heat and
air conditioning, near campus, no
pets, no smoking
341-3461
$500-$600
Housemate Wanted Are things
with your current room mate not
working out? Are you interested
in finding another place to live?
I'm currently looking 1 person to
fill a space in 8 4 bedroom, 3 bath
house. It's in excellent condition
with plenty of space and a big
yard, 1.5 miles from campus. If
you are interested please e-mail
me at Ibf@umr.edu.
Available June 1, 2000: 3 bedroom , 1.5 bath house, some
updates, 3 blocks Irom UMR
$575-$610/month. Also, 1 bed·
r~m apt, very energy efficient, 5
blocks from campus, newer appliances,
furnace,
ac,
$285-

.
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cor ker and shrin k caps
-ac ids,ta n n i n ,c ampd e n
tablets , bentonite & ferm entaipn
Inhibitor
-lots of other cool stuff to go
with kit
Also have a 1.5 amp,15 psi
vacuum pump- dirt cheap @ S50
Call Chris @ 364-0747 or
email cday @umr.edu

Clean

bers (

dance
Park.
destin
B
beach
chase

jwood@ umr.edu .
1988 Nissan Sentra 2 O·oor.·
Runs Well. New Shocks. 197,000
miles. $1000 0.8.0. Call 3682969 (leave messag e) or email
apousson@umr.edu
Two SOOW Sub JBL Stereo System
& WAKEBOARD for Sate. Call
or
e-mail
341-0221
rdhenson @umr.edu
MUST SELL four 5-lug al uminum
mag wheels with tires. Wh eels
are 14x7 in the front, and 14x10 in
rear. Will fit most 5-lug appl ica·
tions: $125 pl ease contact Ke ith
Grant for more info. phone: 3419548 email: kgrant@umr.edu
GE cube style refrigerator for
sale. Works well and in good condition. $75.00 or best offer. Contact : cwatkin@umr.edu
Dorm fridge lor sale. $60 34 15681
Used N64 + 2 controllers + 7
g~mes , $300. Call 308-1594
Two Autococker Palntball Guns.
Excellent shape, numerous modilications. Asking $300 each. Call
368-7209
or
email
sbern@umr.edu.
Interested In making your own
wine?
Compteta wtne making ktt $t 40:
-5 g8110n carboy wllhannometar, EtOH label, and cleaning
bru.h
'
-pH & hydrometar kit
-funnet',racktng tube,holding
contalners,tubing,bung. and filters
-colorful wine bottle.,cork.,

Fender Precision Lite. Four
st ring , active electroni cs, gold
hardware, red burst foto flame,
and matching headstock. Including hardshell case and 10· Peavy
amp. Brand new condition. $450.
leone@ umr.edu.
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Megaman seeks Marvelous
Maiden to mollycoddle him as
he prepares to conqu er the
world!l Cooking skills are a
plus. Males need not apply. Serious inquiri es only, plea se. :) Call
34 1·9250.
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Student discounts: Calar•. Hlghlights, Perms, Haircuts and Artlflctal Nalls. Call for an appointment.364-8481.
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Erroneous gripes and
nonsensical complaints
An Editorial by Sports Editor,
Sean Zuckerman
Twice a semester the editors of the Missouri Miner are required
to write an editorial. For the past three weeks I have been anxiously awaiting my
tum. I know that I, a long
with many other students on this campus, am engulfed with curiosity
and outraged at the
frivolous wasting of university funds.
Every y<:i!r the university wastes hundreds of thousands of dollars
on cleaning bills
for the power plant operators. That's right, those guys wearing
the stark white jump
suits that scamper around the piles of coal like albino squirrels.
Did you ever wonder how they get their jumpsuits so white? Regular
laundry won ' t
do the trick . No. I' ve tried. While taking a leisurely stroll to
class one day, I happened
to deposit some lovely coal material on my sock. All attempts
to remove the black gook
proved useless. I had to throw that sock away and walk around
wearing only one sock
the next time that pair, or rather half-pair, came up in the sock
rotation schedu le.
This quest ion has been bothering me for week s. I wak e up in
the middle of the night in
cold sweats wonderin g "How DO the y get those uniforms so white?"
I haven ' t been able
to concentra te on anything else .
So fin a ll y, after weeks pf inte nsive research and some covert
reconnai ssance mi ssions, I have dis co vered the ans we r. For the first time in over
three weeks, I can fin a ll y
get a good night 's res t. N o more terr ifYin g th oughts of whit e overall
s sta in ed w ith coa l
residu e c hasing me in ;', y dre ams. Ins tead pl easan t tho ughts
lik e the rmody nami cs and
physica l chem ist ry can invade my dreams and br ing me nigh tt
ime j oy.
And now; fi na ll y, the answer everyo ne 's bee n wa it ing fo r: lots
of bl each. But not
j us t any bleach, it's hi ghl y caust ic a nd dangerous . The vats used
to d ip th e j umpsuits in
resemb le those that the Joker fell in to in the first "Ba tma n" (w
hi ch, by the way, is the
best "Batman" m ovie).
And don't think for o ne minute that coal-stain ed jumpsu its are
the only thing that
goes into those va ts. S ma ll chi ldren and stray animals that wa
nder too close often fa ll
in and are reduccd to a peach colored muc k that is bottled and
shipped off to hot dog
manufactu rers aro und the world.
Disgruntle d uni versity employees are also given the heave-ho
and sacrificed to the
Clean White Jumpsuit god. I personally witnessed one s uch "sacrifice.
" Assorted members of the faculty, UM R police departmen t and a few random
people off the street
danced aro un d the va t chaTlting Gregorian monk chants while
their leader, Chancello r
Park, beat his chest a nd tiGkleo the bound subject until he jumped
to his ultimate hot dog
desti ny below.
But back to the jumpsuits . The bleaching process creeps alo
ng like a snail on a
beach. To keep the wo rkers from shoveling coal naked, the university
has had to purchase seven different sets of matching jumpsuits . These suits
had to be special ordered
bccause there hasn't been an order for that many white j umpsuits
since Elvis and Liberace kicked the bucket.
So the next time you sec those guys frolicklOg in ' (he coal piles
and puddle hopping
10 the mystenou s puddles that appear around
the power plant, think abo ut how they get
those white suits so white. And be afraid; be very afraid.
Disc laimer: The previous editorial was completel y untrue,
fa lse and j ust plain
made up . All informati o n s hould be disregard ed as trivial entertainm
ent and should
be forgqtte n except on the second Tuesday of the third lunar
cycle of every other
leap year, when thi s informati on might be true. Th is sentence
is here solelv to occ upy space in this issu e of the Missouri M iner a nd occupy
more of you r ' val uab le
learni n g time. So if yo u value yo ur education , s top reading
here. If not, continue
read ing. T his disclaime r removes a ny respons ibil ity for
libel, slande r, sleepless
nights spe nt wonderin g where I ever came up with this twisted
and demented story
and an y bad grades resulting fro m yo~r read ing the M issouri
Miner during clas's
instead of payin g attention to you r professor. Any refer-ences
to sheep, goats or any
oth er farm an ima ls is s tr ictly coinciden tal and does not reflect
the v iews of the rest
of t he ed itQ.r ial boa r d, b u t they s u r e are fun!
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Letter to the Editor:

Internet sufficient social life for some
I disagree with Jonathan Erdman's art icle about the use of the internet
as a social medium . He
claims that "the internet cannot solve all the social needs of a human
being." He doesn't say what
those "social needs" are. He says that people in social groups, such
as residents on a floor or people
in a fraternity, are better "connected ." This is not true for everyone.
I live in the Quad and I only
'know the names of three people here. I only talk to one of them
on a regular basis. That is, I only
talk to him during lunch and dinner (sometime s I don't even see him
then).
Jonathan says that people using the internet cut "down their interaction
with people around
them" as if this were a bad thing. I don't talk to "real" people any
less since I have gotten the internet. Using the internet doesn't reduce my "normal" social interaction
. Actually, I talk to more people in chatrooms than I do in "real life." What defines a "normal social
interaction?" What is wrong
with preferring a computer over a person? People have argued that
television and video games are
detrimental to people's "social health," but we all know that video
games and TV aren't bad for us.
Furthermore, he says that "physical interaction is necessary, without
a doubt..." He also talks
about "affection" that develops between people in the "real world."
Maybe I'm special in this regard,
but I have never developed an "affection" toward anyone and no
one has ever developed an affection for me. In fact , I prefer being alone in my room to being in a
group of strangers. Admittedly, I
I did enjoy the last two years of high school. It was a residential school
and I did make close friends
. who I still keep in touch with. However, I never "went out" with
any of them.
I suppose I don't un.derstand what Jonathan means by "social needs."
I don't need to talk to people. I don't want to. I don't understand the fa scination with driving
a car around town aimlessly, or
engaging in meaningless small talk with people I don't care about.
If I didn't have my computer, I
would tum to my books, then television. Failing th at, I wouldn't have
anything to do. The internet
is all that some of us have. I think that peopl e should understand
the difference between needs and
preference s.
Revere nd Travis Yates

Letter to the Editor:

Reasoning why super nature does not exist
In response to a rece nt article concerning the controvers y of creationism
versus evoluti on, I feel
it necessary for me to point out the many logical fa llac ies by Dr. Nutter.
A fter mentioni ng his errors
I will digress and di scuss logical reaso ni ng and why the idea of a
"god" is meaningless.
To begi n, Dr. Nutter's arg ument for creationism went something
.like th is: evolut ion does n' t
make sense, therefore creations is must be true. His line of reasoning
was very illogical. For example, he showed .pictures of different animal bones and showed how
they were similar. He said that,
if evo lutionary Iheory were true, then , yes, it would explain why
these bones are similar. Then he
mentioned some rul es of logic and said that although evolution predicts
the bone similarity, bone
similarity does nOI prove evolution. Then he said that the bones were
Similar not because of evolution, but because of a common designer. Vet he made the same assumption
I He made the Slime logical error that he accused evolutionis ts of making. Although creationism
predicts the bone similarity, bone similarity does not prove creationism. Dr. 'utter said, "This
doesn't tell me that we have a
common ancestor. bUI a common creator. Just because there are
simil arities between the bones of
r·n an and monkeys doesn't mean the y are our ancestors." I can tum
this quote around and say, "This
doesn't tell me that we have a common CREATOR , but a common
ANCESTO R. Just because there
are similarities between the bones of man and monkeys doesn't mean
THAT WE HAVE A COMMON CREATOR." Now, what is the difTerence in the strengths of
these twb statements ? They are
both made on the same premises, are stated the same way, but say
opposite things. Therefore they
both can be discredited.
Rejecting evolution does not mean accepting creation ism. Not only
does he claim that there is
a creator, but he claims that this creator is the Judeo-Chr istian God
of the Bible. But isn't it conceivable that the "creator" could be a differe nt god from a different
religion? Dr. Nutter made the
biased claim that if there is a god, it MUST be "his" god. What if
I were to claim that there was a
creator, but his name was Larry and he· lives next door to me. My
Larry theory and his God theory
both describe evolution. We have similar bones not because of God's
design, but because of Larry's.
This leads to my discussion of logical reasoning and how it pertains
to "belief' . Let us assume
that you wa nt to know the truth and are willing to doubt any notion
and reject notions that are illogica l. The following arg ument is an adaptation to a paper a friend and
me arc writing. If my reasoning does not sound complete I encourage you to contact me.
I read the student opinion survey on whether you believed in evolution
or creationism . The students who said that they believed in creationism sa id the did so "because
that's what my religious
bel iefs are." Th is is nOI a reasonable defense of such a belief. This
"reason" can be completely discredi ted as a reason for believing in a creator. The disproof is as
follows : "I don't believe in creationism because that'S what my beliefs arc." Just as I discredited
Dr. Nutter'S reason, I have discredited this reason. But statements arc equally valid. Because they
are mutually exclusive they arc
irre levant.

Correction
The headline of the Leller 10 lhe Editor on page 5 of the April 19
issue shou ld have read, "MSM·
UMR Alum ni Association does not sell names to mailing lists".

The reasons giving for believing in a creator are hypocritical. Dr. Nutter
said that only a design·
er could have created life. He me nti oned irreducibly comp lex systems,
wh ich, he claims, could not
have formed naturally. Vet, the notion of a powerful creator is even
more compiex. If the Idea of an
irreducible complex system form 109 on its own is not satisfying to
you, then how could the notion
of a supernatural being make sense? Evidently, it makes sense to
some people. Sill, introducing a
creator does nOI fix the problem but makes it worse. Where did thi
s creator come from? If il had Ihe

see Reasoni ng, page 6

Reasoning
From page 5
power to make li fe, then it must be even more complex then the life it made.
Some people may argue that the creator always existed, and therefore had
not creator. Then I argue that life had no creator. If a creator can be selfimplied , why cant life be self-impli ed?
Sti ll , evolution does appear to have many flaws. If you wanted to fix
these flaws wit h a creator (which , as I have just mentioned, is not logical),
then what else can you say abo ut this creator? You cannot say anything. You
can't say that "He" is all-powerful , or all knowin g, or benevolent. Creationists like the watch example. If I found a watch in the jungle, I wou ld con clude that it had to be designed. But I cannot conclude that the watchmaker's nam~ i; Bob, and he has blonde hair, and he wou ld' like it if yo u and I
wou ld get along and love each other. Again, believing in a creator does not
mean that it just happens to be the same creator that was taught to you by
your religion.
In summation) creationist sc ience is a contradiction in tenns. Science
and reason have rejected and disproved religious notions for hundreds of
years. Yet, every time the tinniest flaw is discovered in scientific theory, religious fan atics jump down science 's throat, claiming that science isn 't correct. If you are foo lish enough to have faith in something illogical, then I
suggest to you that yo u don' t use medicine· because science has give n us
medicine and therefore it can't be good. Don't watch television or listen to
the radio, because science has given us these thin gs, and therefore they don' t
work. And whatever yo u do, don't trust your own eyes or common sense.
Reverend Travis Yates '
tfyates@umr.edu
http://www.angelfire.com!ar/travisyatesiindex.html

NOlefrom Ihe Edito~: Mr. Yale:' is all ordailled millisler oflhe Ull iversal
Life Church. Slalemenl from Ihe official websile of Ih e ULC: "The Ulliversal Life Church will ordaill allyoll e Ihal asks wilhoul queslioll offailh,
for life, .vilhoul a fee- Each persall ill Ih e ULC is free 10 follow allY palh
as 10llg as il does 1101 illfrillge all Ih e rights of olhers."
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THIS NEWSPAPER IS BROUGHT TO YOU IN PART
BY OUR HARDWORKING WRITERS . WE ARE CURRENTLY HIRING WRITERS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS
FOR THE 2000- 200 I SCHOOL YEAR .

Come join the staff of the Missouri Miner. .
.
E-mail us today at
miner@umr.edu
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Softball falters in last innings, losing 7 of last
ten games; Southwest Baptist coming up next

Tera McCallum
As.sistant Sports Editor
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Tory Atwood makes contact with a pitch during the Lady
Miner's homegame last Saturday against Emporia State.
UMt:jlost the first game 4-1, but came back to win the second game 2-1 in 9 innings.
photo by Brandon Belvin

Mine r Matc h-up

T he Lady Miner softbal l team
put in a fu ll week of con ference
games that proved to be fruitfu l for
the team as they improved to eighth
in the conferenc e with a reco rd of
12-30- and a conferenc record of 410. The team is just one game
behind seventh ranked Southwest
Baptist University.
The week started with a double
header against Missouri Western on
Saturday, April 15.
In the fi rst
game, University ofM issouri -Roll a
go t the game started quickly in the
top of the first inning as Sabrina
Greenwell wo uld crus h her first
homer of the season that wou ld
bring in Gina Daugherty and Rachel
Helser.
With the score at 3-0 the Mis·
souri Western ofTense would be held
scoreless for three innings by the
Lady Miner defense until the fourt h
inning when the y wou ld bri ng the
score to 3-2, st ill in favo r of the
Lady Miners.
'UMR wou ld make quick work
of putting more runson the board in
the top of the fifth as Candice
Luehrs would bring in one run and
Greenwell would bring in two more
to put the the game out of reac h for
the Lady GrifTs . .
The final score of the game

would sland at 6-5 after Mi ssouri
Western made a last dit ch attemp in
the sixth inning that still left them
one run short.
Wit h one tough fought game
behind them, the Lady Miners fo und
it hard to come back in the second
game of the double header as they
dropped the game 6-3.
Southwest Bapti st was next on
the Lady Miners schedule on Tuesd'ay, the ISth. The first game of the
double header came down to the last
inning as the score at the end of the
top of the sevent still stood at I-I
wi th the Bearcats coming up to bat.
It took three hits to bring one run in,
but the one run ended the game with
the Bearcats on top by a score of 2I.
Even though the fi rst game was
a dissappoin tment, the second game
proved to be a success for the Lady
Miners. Once again the game was
take n dow n to the last inning, as this
time the Lady Miners were the last
up to bat with the score tied at 2-2.
The payback came in kind as the
Lady Miners would put togeth er a
three hit streak that wou ld eventually bring Daugherty across the plate
as the winning run .
The Lady Mi ners followed thei r
double header agai nst SBU wi th
anoth er double h.-ader the following
day against SIU-Edwa rdsvi lle. The
lack of rest· seemed to afTect the

team as the y dropped both games by
scores of 5-3 and S·I .
The games did not get any easier for th e remainder of the week as
on FriQay as they would have another double header against third
ranked Washburn Lady Blues.
Despite being ranked five places
below Washburn , the first game was
once again taken down to the final
.inni ng where a ground rule double
gave Washburn the go ahead run that
finally gave Washburn the win with
a score of 4-3 .
The second game there seemed
to be a curse on the Lady Miners as
they would once agai n be held to a
score of 4-3 despite a sixth inning
rally that left the Lady Mi ners just
one point behind. Still 1he Lady
Miners we re not able to put together
another run in the seventh and had to
settle with another loss.
The team had to quickly put
themselve s back together as the following day they would have their
fifth double header of the week.
Saturday the team wo uld be up
against Emporia State who was
ranked just two spots ahead of
UMR. With the chanc to improve
their ranking, the team knew that
they had to make a good showing in
the double header.
Once agai n, the Lady Miners got ofT

see Softball, page 10

Three track members invited to Kansas Relays

Tera McCallum
.Assista nt Sports Editor

because
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This past weekend proved to be a
busy one for sprinter Genesis .
Williams. After receiving an invi tation to the Kansas Relays, a track meet
that some of the best track and field
participan ts in the country atte nd ,
Wi lliams chose to also attend the
CMSU Mule Relays that the remainder of the UM-Rolla track team was
attending on Friday.
The Ka nsas Relays hosted a
number of athletes on Friday that will
soon be com peting in the 2000
Olymipc summer games. One such
athlete was Maurice Green who rali
the anc hor leg of the 4x I 00 relay that
set a new world record on Saturday.
Wi th a field of thirty-two participants in the IOO-meter daSh, the event
Williams had been invited to attend,
Williams started ofT the day one a
good note, fini shing third in his opening heat. Williams then went on to his
final heat where he ran a 11.17. While
the time was not the best that he has
run this season, Williams felt that it
was a good time for he was working
on the technique he wi ll be using in a
few weeks at conference.
"A big part of the 100 is tryi ng to
control your speed so that you can

keep your technice good," said Genesis after his race. "In my final heat
another guy and. I were quite a way
ahead of the rest and I wanted to pass
him in the last seventy, but I knew I
couldn't do it without losing my form.
I ended up not catching him, but it is
teachning me to keep my speed where
I can manage it and then go faster."
Williams had come into the meet
as the fi nal time accepted putting him
as the thirty-seco nd seed. With his
time of 11.1 7 Williams finished the
meet in 12th place putting him ahead
of twenty runners who had qualified
with faster entering times.
As soon as Williams finished his
event in Lawrence, Kansas, he and
COllch Sarah Preston made the trip to
Warrensbu rg,
Missouri ,
where
Williams competed in the 200-meter
dash the same day. After his trip
across the state li nes Williams took a
top spot in his heat with a time of
22.63, which was once again good for.
12th place at the Mule Re lays. The
time was over a hal f second time drop
fro m William's time in the 200 just the
week before and was less than two
tenths of a second ofT his best time
this season.
The other participant for UMR at
the .Kansas Relays was Lady Miner
Dion McNeal who competed in the

discus. McNeal, who's event in
and Kramb followed in 10th place,
Lawrence was not until Saturday, with a time just five
seconds behind
competed in two events on Friday in
McGuire.
Warrensbu rg. McN.eal took third
"We just really took the race out
place overall in the discus on Friday fast," said Kramb. "It was
good to
with a throw of 124' 6" to become one
have a teammate with me to help push
of onl y a few Lady Mienrs to score
me along. I was really glad that
points on Friday. McNeal did not only 'Taco' [McGuire) did
so well , I just
score points in the discus, though, she hope that we have a
chance to run
also scored points in her second event, together again this season."
the shot put, where she tied fo r sixth
McGui re mirrored Kramb's
place. The scoring throw for McNeal
words after the meet had finished . "I
was a 36'3" throw, which was her per- thi nk this race was good
preparation
sonal best for the season.
for end of the year conference. The
A fter her full day in Warrens- speed work is really going
to help and
burg, McNea l made the trip to having Walter, who is a veteran
in the
Lawrence the following day to com- race there to help me
keep pace was a
pete once agai n in the diScus. McNeal great asset for me."
was able to almost top her throw from
The Miners added a few more
the previous day as she threw for 122' points to their total
team score as
S" and 16th place.
In addition to the UMR competitors who had been at the Kansas
Relays, the Miners also had a number
of great performances at the Mule
Relays. Kevi n McGuire took a week
ofT of running the steeplecha se to
team up with Walter Kramb and run in
the 1,500-met er run .
The team
wo rked together as they took first and
second in their heat. After factoring in
all the other heats that had been run,
McGuire ended up in scoring position
in 5th place, with a time of 4: I 0.82,

javelin veteran Heath M'isak threw
180' 4", just five feet ofT his personal
best of the season. Misak's throw was
good for third place, to make him the
highest scoring Miner of the day.
On the women's side Kim Hoffman was able to bring her time down
to a 5:05 .99 in the I ,500-meter run, to
make it her best time of the season.
Hoffman's ti me was also good for
forth place to make her only the second Lady Mi ner to score points on
Friday.
.
Lady Miners Deb Leonard was
just pushed out of scoring position as
she took seventh in the SOO-meter run,
only a few hundreths of a second
behind the sexth place fi nisher.
Leonard's time was a fuJI two second
ti me drop from her previous best time

Mine r Matc h-up
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Miner Sports Recap
Women's
Softball

Men's
Baseball
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Track & Field
Kansas Relays

would

revieW

I~ in
result

J(J

UMR 1
Er'npor:i~ State 4
Saturday, April ,22
Jennifer Triplett 1 hit, 1 run
KaGey Morris '1 hit
Tery Atwood 1 hit

orthwest Misso
State 8
Saturday, April 22
Alan Woodyard 1 hit, 1 run, 2 strike
outs, 8 innings pitched
Steve Fridley 2 hits
Ben Frank 1 hit

s, 100-m dash

in Flori
S1

Iherevi

be ;nCO!
"I

objecril
becaus'
review/

·UMR2
Emporria State 1
(9 iflnings)
Saturday, April 22
Kristi Curry 7 hits, 5 strikeouts, 9 IP
Sabrina Greenwell 1 hit, 1 RBI
Darcey Rapp 1 hit, 1 run

"R

Men's: 5. Kevin McGui e,1 500-m
run 4:10.82
3. Heath Misak, javelin 180'-4"
Women's : 4. Kim Hoffman, 1,500-m
run , 5:05.99
3. pion McNeal, discus, 124'-6"

impec~

andelh:
hisjob.
nOl5."
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hard·po

state of
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pressed
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Ills b~
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Tennis
UMR 5

conun'

incident

EmRoliia State 4

Saturday, April 15
Singles: #1: Miguel Lopez def. #1 : Miguel Lopez def. Eric Schultz, 7-6 (7-5), 4-6, 6-2; lost to Umang Chadda , 6-1,6-2; deL
Adam Wood , 9-7; lost to Justin Menolascino, 9-8 (7-4) in consolation finals .
#2: Mike.McCoy lost to Gorka San hez, 6-3, 6-2; lost to Nathan Artz, 8-4 .
#3 : Steve Posch lost to Erich Podzi nski, 6-4, 6-3 ; def. James YaJ")~k 8-5; lost to Erich Podzinski , 8-2 in consolation finals .
. #4 : Jordan Owens lost to Allan Atkins ; 6-.4,6-3 ; lost to Desmond Tan , 8-1.
•

Tennis takes fifth in MIAA Tourney
Antone Smith
Sports Writer
The Uni versity of Missouri-Rolla
men's tenni s team finished their'regulation season 3-1 1 ovemll and 1-4 in the
Mid-America Intercollegiate Athletic
Association. They had an exh ibition
match scheduled Apri l 18 versus Jefferson College. This exhibition match was
to be a get-ready-for-M IAA-Championships match, and it did just d,at.
The Mi ners were looking to tidy
up their play on the 18th so that they
were ready to go at the MIAA Championship tournament on Apri l 20 through
April 22. In the exhibition match, the
Miners came out victorious winning
five of the seven matches.
Number one singles, Miguel
Lopez defeated his opponent 6-3, 6-4.
Number two si ngles Mike McCoy
defeated his opponent by the same

score. Number four singles, Jordan
Owens, defeated his opponent 7·5, 6·1 ,
and number five singles Robbie Gordon
finished up the singles round by defeat·
ing his opponent 6- 1,6-2.
In doubles, the Miners split the
wi ns with Jefferson College. Miguel
Lopez and McCoy won their match 8-4,
while Steve Posch and Owens lost their
match 9-7.
Having defeated the last three
schools they faced , the Miners were
psyched up for the MIAA Championship Touman,ent.
In number one singles, Miguel
Lopez would defeat his Emporia State
opponent 7-6, 4-6, 6-2 in the first round.
He would then lose to Southwest Baptist 6- 1, 6-2. But rebounded to defeat
Washburn 9-7, on ly to lose to Truman
State 9-8 in the consolation finals. This
gave him a fourth place fini sh.
In number three singles, Posch lost

Miner Match-up
Football
UMR In\rasquad Scrimmage
Rolla, Mo.
Saturday, April 29
Game time: 2 p.m.

his first match 6-4, 6-3 to Truman State.
Then he would defeat his Emporia State
foe 8-5 to take him into the consolation
finals. He wou ld lose that match to the
same player from Truman State 8-2 and
take fourth place in number three singles.
The rest of the singles players, second seed McCoy, fourth seed Owens,
fifth seed Gordon, and sixth seed Ryan
Lynch wo uld all go down in two straight
matches.
In doubles, UMR's number one
doubles team, Migue l Lopez and
McCoy, would defeat their Northwest
Missouri State opponents 8-4 in their
first match. They then lose the championship finals to the Southwest Baptist
duo, and take second. Number three
and four doubles were both eliminated
in their first matches.
The Miners wo uld end th,;ir season
by taking fifth place in the MIAA
Championships.
A highlight for one of UMR 's
players was Miguel Lopez being awarded the MlAA Sportsmanship Award for
the 2000 season . Lopez shared the
a"'ard in 1999. His brother Javier won
the award in 1998.
Congmtulations to Miguel Lopez
and good luck to the Miners tennis team
. next year.

Hoosier hearts divided over
scrutiny of IU'S Bobby Knight
who called Knight for three technical
foul s during a game and ejected him.
The Big Ten Conference later fined
Students, faculty and fans inter- Knight $10,000 for unsportsman like
viewed in the past weck on a campus conduct.
steeped in the latest controversy Walda and Brnnd wrote: "Strong emoinvolving Bob Knight sa id they tion in ath letics, both among players
believe the coach will not resign and and coaches, is understandable and
will not be fired as a result of a review even productive, provided it does not
of his· behavior ordered by Indiana cross the line of reasonable behavior.. .
Uni versity's president.·A videotape
"Knight demands much of his
shown Apri l II by CNN/SpoIts Illus- players and himself; when there are
trated showed K,night putting a hand avoidable mistakes, he lets his feelings
on former player Neil Reed's throat be known sometimes in a way that
and pushing him backward during a comes across as excessive. But he
pmctice in 1997. Some interviewed knows the limits of reasonable action
said Knight should be fired and that, at and the difference between behavior
minimum, he should receive some that is acceptable and actions that arc
kind of penalty or reprimand.
not. It is eminently clear to the univerThe review, scheduled to be com- sity and to the coach."
pleted by the third week of June, is
Walda and Bmnd concluded: "IU
being conducted by two members of is most fortunate to have Knight as our
the uni versity's board of trustees. One head basketball coach."
of those two trustees, John Walda, coIt was unclear whether Walda
authored with IU President Myles and Brnnd considered Knight's inciBrnnd in 1998 an op-ed page article · dent with Reed similar to Hayes's inciabo ut what they considered "appropri- dent, in which the fon11er Ohio State
ate behavior" for a coach. The article, football coach struck a member of an
which was submitted to numerous opposing team during a game. Univer

William Gildea

LA. Times/Washington Post

major newspapers, followed an inci-

dent Involving Knight and a referee,

see Hoosiers, page 9
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si.!Y vice president for public affairs and
government relations Christopher Simpson said Brand and the other trustee conducting the review, Frederick Eichhorn',
would have no comment whi le the
review is being conducted, but that it
was important not to "prejudge" the
result.
Knight could not be reached for
comment. A school official said he was
in Florida.
Simpson said any suggestion that
the review would not be impartial would
be incorrect.
"I think, with Myles Brand, his
objectivity is not the central issue
because he is not conducting the
review," Simpson said.
"Referring to Me. Walda, he has
impeccable credentials professionally
and ethically. He has been appointed to
his job of trustee by two different governors."
Simpson said "you would be very
hard-pressed to find somebody in the
state of Indiana withou,t an opinion on
Bob Knight," and almost as harqpressed to do so elsewhere.
Bruce Jaffee, an associate dean of
IU's business school, said the uni versity's Athletics Committee, which he
chairs, recommended to Brand that the
incident involving Reed be "investigat-

ed" following a story last month by
CNNISI in which Reed charged that
Knight choked him. "The next day
(Brand) set up the trustees committee,"
Jaffee said. "Probably he was going to
do something. We probably forced his
hand."
"If Bob Knight is exonerated, that's
okay," Jaffee said. "I( sanctions are
called for, that's okay. Provided the study
is comprehensive. The committee wanted a fair, unbiased investigation."
Jaffee, who declined to reveal his
personal opinion or that of others on the
facu lty-<lominated Athletics Committee,
said having two trustees' conduct the
review rather than someone from outside the university was both "a positive"
and "a negative."
"They are up and running on the
situation," Jaffee said. "They have
access to documents and records and
people. That's also a negative," in that
they are fanliliar with Knight's history of
controversial incidents. The universi ty
has said the review is focused on the
Reed incident and not any past controversies. Jaffee said of Walda and Eichhorn, "They are two honorable, wellrespected men attorneys and trustees. "
Murray Sperber, a tenured IU professor and longtime critic of Knight who
has written several books on college athletics and its ills, said he believed that
about 60 percent of the university's students favor keepi ng Knight. As for the

facu lty, Sperber estimated 40 percent
were not attuned to athletics, 10 percent
were staunchly pro-Knight, 10 percent
were staunchly anti-Kni ght and the
remaining 40 percent "were quickly
moving toward the opinion that Knight
should be fired."
Sperber said his estimates were
based in pan on some 500 e-mails,
phone calls or letters he has received
since CNN/SI aired the tape showing
Knight grabbing Reed. When Reed
transferred from Indiana, he charged
Knight with mental and physical abuse,
but was not specific ·until the CNN/SI
report.
"They have an impossible task,"
Sperber said of the two trustees conducting the review. "They want to please
Knight's fans and his constituency, and
they want to please people in higher education, alumni and faculty who are
against Knight on this."
Sperber said he believes Knight
will not resign despite calls for him to do
so.

Men's soccer to scrimmage SMS
to open 2000 Spring season
Tera McCallum
Assistant Sports Editor
After fin ishing their 1999 season
with a record of 10-6- 1, the University of Missouri-Rolla men's soccer
team is starting off their 2000 season
with a spring scrimmage against
Southwest Missouri State Uni versity
on Thursday, April 27th at 7:00 p.m.
on the Miner soccer field .
"This is sort of the main event of
out spring season," commented Coach
Dawson Driscoll. "We have been
practicing quite a bit so this has been
a game that the guys have been look-

ing forward to for quite awhile."
The game will be a good judge of
where the UMR team stands at this
time for the team they will be up
against, SMSU, was undefeated last
year in Division I play and was given
a final ranking of 5th in the country.
"SMS was a very good team last
year so this should be a good game for
fans to come out and watch."
The teams will start action at
7:00 p.m. and will most likely play
three thirty minute periods. This will
be the first chance for Miner soccer
fans to see what may be in store for
the season to come.

Miner Match-up .

Men's Baseball
UMR VS. Truman State
Friday and Saturday, April 28 and 29
Kirksville , Mo .
Game time: 1 p.m.
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Football intrasquad scrimmage set for Saturday
Miner Match-up

Tera McCallum
Assistant Sports Editor

Women's Softball
UMR
vs
Southwest Baptist
Warrensburg, Mo.
Friday, Ap il

28

Game time: 5 p.m,
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Saturday, April 29 will be the
first chance for Uni vers ity of Missouri-Ro lla footba ll fa ns to sec the
new look ofUMR football. After redshirt ing 24 freshme n d urin g their disappo inting 0- 11 season, Head Coach
Kirby Cannon is hoping that these
new players wi ll be able to make an
immediate impact.
The freshmen's first chance at
action for the season wi ll be thi s Saturday, as the team will have an inter-

sq uad ' scrimmage at 2 p.m . on the
UMR footba ll fi eld.
"Saturd ay wi ll reall y be a debut
for many of the pl aye rs and wi ll be
thei r first look at w hat the ga mes are
going to be like," Cannon said. "We
have two red-shirt fres hman q uarterbacks [Jason Sill er and Scott Brown],
tha( we [the coaching staff] are just
goi ng to be seeing how they have
developed. They are good players,
but thi s is going to be the first time
that they w ill be in a real game situation where they wi ll have to be ab le to
avoid the hits. "

JUIIlpin ' Jack Cash is fired up for Book Buyback!

00

~~=-

Help Keep Competition Alive!
Get the most for your textbooks
at the off-campus bookstore and register to win great prizes!
WINNER -- $ 200 gift certificate
FIRST RUNNER-UP -- $100 gift certificate
SECOND RUNNER-UP --- $ 50 gift certificate
Hours: 9 am - 6 pm - Mon.-Fri.
9 am - 5 pm - Sat.
BACHELOR and MASTER'S Cap & Gowns available NOW!

UNIVERSITY BOOK & SUPPLY
1735 North Bishop
(next to T.J. Hall)
Phone: 368-5558
Fax: 368-5544
800-617-6750
Cbrisco@fldnetcom
www.cbrisbook.bkstr.com
(under constructIon)

Some players will also be gening
their first look at a new position .
Na th an Hoenshell , who will be moving from line backer to defe nSive end
arid Jason Carter w ill be moving from
running back to defensive back.
"Some of our top players arc
going to be bac k so we wi ll get to see
how they are performing, some in different positions, who have made their
transitions very well," continued Cannon. "We are also looki ng forwaJd to
seeing how some of out transfer students such as Emmanuel Okwuono,
w ho tran s ferred from Southern
Arkansas w ill perform. He will most
likely be one of our starting defensive
ends. Some other players that will
most likel y be standouts are Shawn
Stevens, w ho transferred from Northern Michigan University, and Brad
C lark, a senior fullback this year, who
we expect to be immediate impact
players. "
With this being the only full contact game th at the team wi ll play
before school lets out, many of the
players have been looking forward to
this si nce the start of sprin g ball.
" Every body in genera l is real
excited, some of the younger guys
especially. It is an opportunity for the
g uys who were red shirted last year to
show the coaches just what they can
do," C lark said. "Now it is time for
everyone to show what they can do
for '1ext years team."
The game wi ll kickoff on Saturday at 2 p.m. at Jackling Field, but the
format oftne game is still being determined.
The UMR football team
encourages everyone to come out and
see what the have in store for next
year.

Softball
From page 7
to a bad start droppin g the first
game 4-1 , but the second game
proved to be a situation that th e
Lad y Miners
have beg un to ge t used to. As the
gam e came down to th e fi na l inning
of regulat ion the score was tied I-I
and the game was pushed into extra
innings. Afte r an inning of baners
being retired o ne-two-three, Darcy
Rapp led the ninth inning off with a
single to ri g ht-field, but made it to
third after the ba ll made it past the
E mporia State right-fielder. Rapp
then scored on a squee ze bunt from
Tori Atwood to win the 'game for th e
Lady Miners.
With two conference w ins the
Lady Miners moved just one game
out of seventh place in the conference w ith four conference games
left. Wednesday, the Lady Miners
will take on Truman State University, the current second ranked team
jn the conference, at the University
of Missouri-Rolla softball field at
2 :00. The team will then get a one
day break before one game on Friday aga inst Southwest Baptist and
another on Saturday against Central
Missouri State. Both games w ill be
played in Warrensbu rg, Mo .
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Why not
euthanasia here?

Smoothies
in summer
Chad Cole
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What is freedom? Is it the
ability to choose how one lives his
life? Is it the ability to do what one
feels he wants to do? Of course
there must be limits to this, but
maybe only so that he doesn't hun
anyone else or affect another's
freedom while he is exercising his
own rights. So why can a person
not decide to kill themselves without being dubbed a criminal? Is it
really so wrong to be uninterested
in continuing life? r am not talking
about the religious aspect of refus• ing the gift of life, and the punishments resulting. I am referring to
the illegality of suicide and more
importantly, euthanasia.
There are thousands of situations that can be drawn upon to
demonstrate this point, but lets take
a cancer sufferer as an example. A
forty-seven year old man with cancer of the liver has two children
both in their early years of high
school. He has been undergoing
treatment including chemotherapy
and radiation therapy for over a
year, and his cancer has not.
responded well. There is a less than
one in one thousand chance that he
will make it to see the day one year
from now. His children avoid the
bathroom now, where they know
they may hear him on the toilet
with terrible diarrhea, holding a
trashcan into wh ich he is dry heaving. He has lost over 50 pounds in
the last eight months, and weighed
175 pounds before that. His wife
has been very silent for the last few
months, and the children cook
most of the meals for her. She has
quit her job and, when not caring
for her husband, generall y reads
medical fiction novels to completion on the sofa. The man has told
her that he doesn't know how
much longer he can go through all
that I]e is when there is no hope of
improvement. She doesn't usually
answer. He talked to a doctor he
knew as an old friend and discussed a peaceful death. Tentative
arrangements had been made, but
tI;~ doctor friend was still uneasy
because he knew he cou ld get in a
lot
of
trouble.
Regard-

see Euthanasia, page 16

Dr. Susan Murray, right, receives an elegant
Dr. Paula Lutz, Woman of the Year Award
receipient for 1999, works at her desk in the gift from Cindy Tang, left, at the Woman of
the Year Awards Banquet.
Biological Sciences Department.
photo courtesy of Dr. Elizabeth Cummins
photo by Kristen DeFilippo

A personal look 'at Paula Lutz
Joe Miller
Staff Writer
Even if she was not the focus of attention at the
Woman of the Year awa rd banquet last Wednesday, Dr.
Paula Lutz is nvt without her own distinctive backg round and past recognition as Woman of the Year.
Lutz, a g raduate and professor of Biological Sciences at University of Missouri-Rolla, was the chairperson of the committee in charge of awarding th e
Woman of the Year, this yea r. "Whoever gets the
Woman of the Year award actually becomes the chairperson and a keynote speaker for the next year's ceremony," Lutz exp lained.
Lutz was s urprised, last year, when she found out
she had won the award. "The prev ious winners were
here longer than I was, and were an elite g roup of individuals," Lutz said. "It was an honor to know I was
inc lud ed in that g roup."
Receiving her B.S. degree in Chemistry, with a
Life Sc iences pieference, Lutz pointed out , "According
to the American Chemist Society, I am officially a
chem ist, a lso ," Afterwa rds, s he went on to receive her
Ph ,D. from Duke University, and returned to UMR as a
professor.
Because of her previous experience at UMR as a
student, Lutz was not intimidated or surpri sed at the

number of men in her department when s he returned .
" I' ve always been accustomed to working with men in
my field ," Lutz said.
. Regardless, Lutz has a specia l interest in persuading younger women to consider looking into the field of
biology. The number of women in the field , as well as
at UMR, has risen quite a bit since Lutz's return. " Here
in the Biology department, we have a good number of
females majoring in the field . Probably between 40 and
50 percent of the biology majors at UMR are female."
Additionally, Lutz assists an organization that
exposes gi rl scouts to activities in hands-on , laborato ry
setti ngs. This year, the organization was called "Bridge
the Gap," with intentions of helping to "brid ge the gap"
between the girl scouts and the concepts involved in
math and science. Other clubs and communities that
Lutz is a part of include the Helix C lub , Phi Sigma and
she is also the current adviser for Kappa Delta, the
sorority in which she was involved during her undergraduate years.
While active in these organi za tions , Lutz still carries out her duties as a professor by teaching c lasses and
conducting research. One thing that s he really emphasizes in her c lasses is the ability to comm unic ate. " I
think co mmunicati o n ski ll s are esse ntia l," Lutz
explained. "No matter what field yo u go into, communicating ideas will always play an important par!."

Spring is now in its sultry prime
and summer is just around the comer,
so what does all of this hot weather
mean? It's time to break out the
smoothies! You know, those fruity
cold drinks that can take the edge off
of a hot day in the sun.
If you don 't know much about
these delicious snacks, then now is
the perfect time to loeate a blender
and find out what all of this smoothie fun is about! Smoothies are a good
idea for breakfasts and lunches. They
serve as great midnight snacks. I
guess I'm saying that they can..be fit
into anytime during the day, with any
meal and as a snack for all occasions.
A big batch can also be made and
saved in the refiigerator for later easy
access as snacks. All these Iinle
snacks require are some fruit, milk
and a blender.
For those health nuts out there,
and those wishing to stan eating better. this is a great way to add some
fruit into your diet. Smoothies can be
made with any kind of fruit,' so
choose your favorite and throw it in
the blender.
The Health Junkie store on the
comer of Pine and Bishop (highway
63) has a huge selection of smoothies. There are all kinds of exotic com·
binations, from those with strength
supplements suited for weightlifters
trying to put on muscle mass to those
with massive amounts of caffeine for
students needing to stay up late
studying for testS. There is bound to
be one to suit your fancy.
Some classic smoothie examples from the Smoothie Central website:
www.quiknet.com/\7Empen~

well /smoothie.html
Strawberry - Banana
I banana .
4 strawberries
112 cup skim milk
112 cup apple juice
Apple -' Coconut
114 cup apple juice
I pinch grated coconut or I T.
coconut milk
112 banana
114 teaspoon fresh ginger root
peeled
2 small ice cubes
Put all ingredients into blender.
Blend until smoothie consistency is reached!
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Recent studies show

52%
of drinlzlng college students drinlz primarily
to get drunlz.

Alcohol abuse has led
to, or increased, unintended pregnancies, the
spread of sexually transmitted diseases such as
AlDS, suicide attempts
and academic problems.

If you drink, the Missouri Miner asks that
you PLEASE

Drink
Responsibly

April 26, 2000

Fashion:

Who loves pinko?
Abere Karibi-Ikiriko
Fashion Columnist
With all the home work to do and tests to study for, students don 't have time
to worry about what 10 wear. For most students, anything would do: However, I
searched the campus to bring you this week's campus fashion.
Mo Koloi is heating up the sidewalks at UMR, getting the campus ready for
the steamy summer ahead of us. She is walking along the ,side:.valk in front of the
Engineering management building with the hottest look for spring. The lime col·
ored ribbed t-shirt by The GAP is Warn over a black mini skirt by Express, a
great color combination. Perfect for the weather, she wears OlaCK"._
knee high Nine West leather boots over black sheer tights. Mo
knows that the weather is still unpredictable so she throws on
a black Wilson's Jacket to complete her leathery look. Of
course she is going to cla$s so she carries her black UMR
backpack behind her. Mo also has a unique hairstyle. She
has her hair braided to the shoulders and curled at the ends.
You can 't go wr01Jg with this look.

G

e

UATES!

REPORT .T o"EARN"

$250!
Submit your Post Graduation Plans online at
www.umr.edu/-career
to the Career Opportunities Center and be eligible
for 2 $250 drawings at 8 a.m. May 12 and June 12.
Post Grad Plans include jobs, military, grad school,
return to home country.

Send in the form as soon as you decide!

Dec 99 winners were MgtSy grad, Steve Hodson (above
with cae Director Jamie Archer) and Jeff Krause, Met..

Fashion advice for girls:
With another dreary winter behind us, what can yo u do
to usher in the most glorious season of the year? This spring,
get on board with the color pink. It is hard ' to pass up with its
naturally enticing aura and its association wit h all things spring:
flowers, Easter, girl s in party dresses ... you get the picture!
If you think you can't wear pi nk ... think again! Pink comes in every
hue in the color spectrum . Pale pinks like baby pink and orchid fare
best on blonds and others with fai r skin as well as many Asian and
deeper mahogany skin tones. Go deeper and more saturated heading
towards fuchsia and you will flatter those with the olive and lighter skin tones as
well as many brunettes. Red and au burn haired beauties look stunning in pinks
on the raspberry or super bleached out palest wispy pink ends of the spectrum.
Designers of all walks of the fashion life are pushing pink as the ID card for the
fashionably correct. Gucci showcased deep berry pink in its sheer st retch sweater
(featu red on Julianne Moore on the cover of April Allure). Ashley Judd looks
fa bulously radiant on the cover of Marie Claire, May 1999 in a cK fitted' knit tank
dress. Pinks pair well with so much of what is already in your closet! Pull out
your grays from the fall and wear pink tops with pewter or heather gray pants.
. Black is also another natural choice for pink's date. Or, allow yourself to be
enveloped in a pretty pink Indian or Asian inspired patterned pink sarongs or
scarves. Pink silks and pink knits wi ll take you from spring to summer effortlessly.
Fashion advice for guys:
Are you the kind of guy who wants to be a rock star or just dress like one?
You' ve seen guys with style like Lenny Kravitz's funky glam look or Brad Pitt's
retro threads in Fight Club. So, do ti,ey sell beat up leather jackets and bowling
shirts at th e mall? No! But you can add a dash of fl ava to your duds by shopping
at vintage stores. You don ' t have to makeover your whole wardrobe. A simple
pair of shoes from the 30s can really jazz up a new pair of jeans, or just throwing a hip leather jacket over anything you' re wearing is a great look!
To get started, check the local yellow pages for thrift stores, vintage stores
and consignment stores. Thrift stores are run by non-profit organizations like The
Salvation Army, Goodwill and other charities. You ' ll find reaily cheap prices,
with a good variety and selection. Vintage stores specialize in original. pieces
from the '20s up to the '80s. Prices may be nigher than thrift stores, but you'll
find better quality and some rare items. In a consignment store, individuals give
clothes to the store with an understanding that if they are sold, they ' ll get a percentage of the selling price. Generally, these stores carry high-quality designer
items. Before shopping, think about what you wear to school, on the weekend,
to a party, etc. Are you lovin' jeans, leather jackets and groovy shirts? You'll find
them in a vintage store. Planning helps. Sizes may not be marked, so definitely
try stuff on and bring a tape measure to measure waistbands. Trying on shoes?
Wear the right socks. Looking for a coat or jacket? Think about ·whether or not
you want to wear a sweater underneath. Storeowners inspect clothes that come
in before putting them on the racks. But you may find items with problems.
Don ' t buy a piece of clothing that is stained, badly faded , has moth holes or if
the fabric is fragile and tearing. The best thing to do isjustj~mp right in. Go to
a store, and see what they've got. Something will catch your eye and you'll have
a great time! What makes it exciting is that yoti'll find something unique. No one
else will have it.
For some online vintage shopping, check out:

http://www.thewasteland.com
http ://www.510vin tage.com
http://www .rustyzipper .com
http ://www.davenportandco .com
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KMSM DJ fools 'listener with "April Fools gag"
Marmaduke Gump
Humor Columnist
Alxlulah Auraufsanjani, disc jockey for the
studenl radio station 83.4 FM KMSM, thought his
semester would be perfecl if and only if he consummaled il with an on air gag in celebration of
April Fool's Day, which he mistook 10 mean April
Fool's Month. As his 2 a.m. radio show entered its
second half, Alxlulah thought the "time was most
ripe," as he put it, for his well planned and overlychoreographed bit
In his two-year project of carefully forming
words qut of English charactc;rs, Alxlulah discovered
ambiguity in the meaning of the phrase,
"starts with." After miiherou~ months planning, his
joke was ready. By gingerly suggesting callers "call
in" and try to name four automobile models that, as
KMSM Public 'Relation's manager Don
Hortshcaczecrelated, "start with ' P,"'Alxlulah had
led them into his web of deceit.
"Alxlulah had been unusually quiet these pasl
few weeks," said Hortshcaczec. " I couldn't lell if
something was wrong, bUI during his 2 a.m. to 3:15
a.m. shift he would just phiy endless Peter Framton
tunes and wrile page after page of notes. He seemed
so intent that his show would often run over inlo
"The Piezoelectric Radio hour."
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According to authorities, al exaclly 2:37 a.m.
on Tuesday, April 18, Mr. Edgar Crerdi, who had
inadvertently tuned to KMSM, mistaking it for 83.6 .
K-FRAM, "All Peter Framlon-all the time,'.' heard
Auraufsanjani 's radio announcement of the contest
and promptly "called il in." The following is an
excerpt ITom the telephone conversation:
AbduhIah: Hello? Hello? Are you wanting to call
in order to make request for music?
Crerdi: Ah, no. I wanted to redeem that offer I just
heard about the cars. You said you give me a
"what" if I answered the question?
AbdubIah: A goat-head
Vishnu with umbilical chitlans. Now, the question I
must be asking you, can you
be naming for the next two
minutes three automobile
types 'of make or model.
These must be starting with
the letter "P" ... or, start with
"P?"
According to tDe transcript provided to. the Miner,
Crerdi answer;,ct, with three
various automobile models
whose names have been

withheld for political reasons. Alxlulah proceeded
to laugh in short, pained breaths for well over 27
.seconds. On-duty engineer James Buchanan said
he' was shaken fTom his somnolent state by the
sound and attempted Ihe Hiemlich Maneuver on
Auraufsanjani by mistake.
As Auraufsanjani resumed speaking, he
revealed to a bewildered Crerdi the joke and
promptly cut him fTom the air. Crerdi, who wll$ still
under the assumption that he was listening to KFRAM, was doubly shocked when the OJ began
spinning rreely Gwar tracks continuously for the
rest his shift.

KMSrv), in ?J1 attempt to avert suit, has
released a public notice to all listeners, both faithful
and accidental, not 10 take a single thing Auraufsanjani says ever again. His show, "The Most Vishnu-loved Show on Air."
17.e preceding article contained childish stupidity
and should not have been read by those five years of
age and older. The author claims no responsibility
for accidental death, spontaneOus combustion,fried
tomatoes or the heartbreak ofpsoriasis brought on
by this piece of literary buffoonery. Reader discretion was advised.

CD Review:

Lou .Reed needs Ecstasy
Rebecca Lexa
CD Reviewer
After 35 years and almost 40 albums rele~ed, one would think Lou Reed
would have acqu ired some talent. Yet his latest release; "Ecstasy," is anyth ing but
what the title implies. Lacking in originality, melody and vocals, the music of Lou
Reed is probably best avoided.
Not tl,at Lou hasn't been trying over the past three and a half decades. His
obsession with rock and roll started' in his teens, and although he ~ttempted to go
through college and live a relatively settled life, the siren song of rock never left him.
In 1965, he and a friend started his first band, one that went through fcur names and
numerous members before settling on becoming "The Velvet Underground," a name
which originally graced the cover of an erotic novel. Reed stayed with the band four .
years, then went out on his own, starting the career that he is still beating like the
proverbial dead horse.
Being independent hasn't aided Lou's music much. Although he has been
hailed as an accomplished guitarist, "Ecstasy" contains little more than some chord
progressions and a few generic rock riffs. The bass is understated, and the instances
when bassist Fernando Saunders gets to show off are most of the highlights of

Your textbooks have
their highest
resale value
during finals week.
Drop by during finals
and get the most
buck s for
your books!
Win $500

see Lou Reed, page 14

From the UMR Bookstore
Buyback Hours:
May I -12
Mon - Fri:
8 am - 5 pm
Sat. May 6:
II am - 3 pm
Graduation: 9:30 am - 5:30 pm

WantA
Challenge?
OFFICER TRAINING

TJ Hall:

SCHOOL

May 8 - 9

"

Start your career off on the right foot by enrolling in the Air Force
Officer Training School. There you will become a commissioned
officer in just 12 weeks. From t he start you' ll enjoy great pay,
:omrlete medical and dental care, 30 days of vacation each year,
plus the opportun ity to travel and
AIM HIGH
see the world. To discover how high
a career In the Air Forc'e can take
yo'u, call 1-800-423-USAF, or visit
our website at www.airforce .com
www.airforce.com

10 am - I pm
3:30-6pm

Quadrangle:
May 8 - 9
10 am .-Ipm
See sto re for Details

~ :3Q-6pm
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12TH & PINE 364-33 11 RlGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS

Don't miss the
Friday Lunch
Specials
'T'.A.COS
~

EJUH..H..:J:" r O S

Friday 11 :30-2:00

UPCOMING EVENTS
BUDWEISER BLUES PLAYOFF PROMO
Discounts & FREE stuff
LIVE MUSIC:
BRIAN JONES
May 4th
No cover charge

99¢ Pizza
Slices

Lou Reed

April 26, 2000
Lyrics like these tell the story of getting
completely drunk in a series of bad
metaphors.
"Modem Dance" is a slower song
which makes Lou sound li ke a failed
beatnik poet with a guitar. The melody
is almost completely lac king here,

their place," are just a few of the words
used to describe Lou's thoughts on
rraveling and seeing new places.
From page 13
" Ecstasy" itself is .t.:.ut as far
fTom the concept as watching a comth is CD. The other eight members of
puter defTagment. The song drags on
the ensem ble, playing everything fTom
with more sing-song melody. He sings,
dru ms to cellos, are fai rly mediocre.
"'I'm going to the cafe', I hope ·
Instru mentall y, this al bum is un imthey' ve got music/And I hope they
pressive.
can play." That's morethan what can
Lou has a voice to match. It
be expected of this song's instrumeniends to be fl at and run-of-the-mill.
tals, which consist of a guitar playing
The songs themsel ves don't help.
the same three notes over and over, a
Completely latking in decent
pair of bongo drums with unvarying
melody, they are reperirive, and the
rhythm and a few cameo appearlyrics are laughable. This is a CD of
ances by a cello.
rather commonplace tunes.
Some of the better guitar work can
The first rrack, " Paranoia Key
be found in "Future Farmers' of
of E" has a promising entrance, but
America" A faster-paced song, it
as soon as the vocals hit, the song is
still doesn't flatter Lou's voice any.
sunk. Lou 's voice husks through
The song is sung from the point of a
' Iyrics like "And in my bedroom a
black slave before the Emanciparion
female zoofWorse than Clinton in
ProcJamarion, singing things like
prime time"-too cute to be serious,
" Born on a farm in transatlantic
but not cute enough to be humorous.
moonlight/Split like a cord of wood
The melody barely deviates from
my family broke up," and "Kill them
verse to chorus, and if there's a
whenever you canlFuture Farmers of
bridge it's easily missed.
America" Is Lou trying to be controThe same lack of melodic variety
versial in an attempt to make up for a
and reperitiveness can be found in Lou Reed released his new
lack of talent?
"Mysric Child." Lou's vo(ce srrains album, "Ecstasy," Spring 2000.
The r!!Sl of the album is equally
somewhat with the higher, louder photo courtesy of Reprise Records
lacking in pretty much everything.
notes in the song, further accentuatListeners who seek talented sounds
ing the .lack of vocal ability. More
replaced by half-keyed rambling. ''No
will be sorely disappointed by this lack
ridiculous lyrics abound, such as
of musical ecstasy.
"Throwin ' upfWild/Like a child." one ever confused/ever loses place/with
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Air Force ROTC hits sunny Florida

Douglas Hamilton
AFROTC
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How did you spend your Spring
Break? Well, 15 Air Force ROTC
Cadets escaped the evil confines of
Rolla and the wicked cold of mid-Mis·
souri to go to the lovely beaches of
sunny Florida. Now, you may be asking
yourself, "What business do Air Force
cadets have in Florida?" Only to visit
tWo of the nicest Air Force bases in the
United States: 'Hurlbert Field and Eglin
AFB. For five days UMR Cadets toured
the two bases making a few quick stops
at the Naval Air Museum in Pensacola
and, of course, the beach.
Cadets spent the first day at Eglin
Air Force Base. Their first stop was the
Air Force Research Laboratories Air
Armament Center. This is where Air
Force and government persOl]l1eJ come
up with better, cheaper and faster ways
to destroy enemy targets without
destroying people and buildings around
them. Here the cadets were introduced to

such state of the art technology as the
GPS guided bomb, a bomb that can be
delivered with pinpoint precision using
the Global Positioning Satellites.
On the second stop the cadets were
introduced to the McKinley Climate
Chamber. This is a gigantic hanger,
about· the size of a football field, used to
subject aircraft to the severest of c1i·
mates. Even if it is 80 degrees outside
the chamber, inside it can be as low as
minus 65 degrees or as hot as 180
degrees. The people at the Climate
Chamber can reproduce snowstorms,
sandstorms or the conditions of a tropi·
cal rain torest; the possibilities are endless.
On the second day the cadets got
down and dirty at Hurlbert Field, home
of Air Force Special Operations. Here
the cadets were introduced to the AC130 Gunship. With a 25mm Gattling
Gun and 40mm and I 05mm guns, this is
one plane you would not want to be
standing under when it unloads. Firing at
1800 rounds per minute, the Gattling

gun alone can rain sheer terror on enemy
targets. Moreover, since all special operations missions are done at night, all of
the cadets were given a night vision
goggle demonstration.
Their next stop was at a RED
HORSE squadron . RED HORSE
squadrons are the Air Force's premier
Civil Engineering Squadrons. With
capabilities to build any project from
beginning to end, anywhere in the world,
these people mean business. RED
HORSE squadrons can be deployed all
over the world and are sometimes called
upon at a moments notice to pack up and
move out to any hot spot. If the Air
Force needs a project built fast - these
are the people who can do it.
As you see, the Air Force has a
wide range of career fields for young
Second Lieutenants. If you are interested
in AFROTC or what the Air Force may
have to offer you, contact Major David
Cox at 341-4203 or by email at
dcox®Urn r . edu.

AFROTC cadets attend 17th Annual Dining-Out
Captain

Jason N. Fields
AFROTC

On April 8, cadets from the Uni·
versity of Missouri-Rolla Air Force
ROTC program held their 17th Annual
Dining·Out at Zeno's Steakhouse in
Rolla, Mo .. The Air Force dining-out is
a formal dinner where Air Force person·
nel and guests can gat her and partake in
a mixture of entertainment. tradition and
fun . This year, over 80 people attended
the "mess," which included Air Force
personnel, AFROTC cadets and their
guests.
The evening began with a social
hour for mingling to meet and greet
other guests. The dinning-out was offi·
cially opened with the ringing of the
mess bell. Those who were in attendance

were treated to a sumptuous formal din·
nero However, food was not the only
thing in store for the mess. Soon the
"grog bowl" was open. The grog is a
mixture of unusual yet edible liquids and
foods provided by different cadet organ.izations and groups. According to tradi·
tion, if an indi vidual breaks a "rule of the
mess," a trip to drink from the grog is
warranted. It was highl y entertaining to
watch as cadets tried to send one anoth·
er to sample the liquid (a rather liberal
. 'use of the word) concoction known as
the grog.
After dinner, the mess Was privileged to have Mr. Ho",ard Chrisco, of
St. James, as the guest speaker. Chrisco,
a veteran of World War II, spoke to "the
mess" about this experience as a Prison~
er Of War in the Pacific. The story of his
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Comedy Series and B~Q
to wrap up semester
Kate Carter
Student Union Board
Well hopefull y you guys aren't tired of all the free food that's being passed
out
at the Puck, because Friday, April 28 the Student Union Board is having
it's annual
End of the Year BBQ. SO come on by and grab a burger as you walk by.
Tonight, Wednesday, April 26, SUB is having its last April Fool's Comedy
Series comedian, Darren Carter, at 8 p.m. in the University Center-Eas
t Centennial
Hall. Fiery redhead Carter is blazing a trail through the college comedy
scene. Growing up in a Latin neighborhood in Fresno, Calif. helped Darren develop
his unique
cross·cultu ral appeal. Carter has opened for acts as diverse as Chris
Rock, Ri ck
Springfield and New Kids on the Block, guest·starred on "The Jamie
Foxx Show,"
headlined ShO\\1ime's "Latino Laugh Festi val" and has made numerous
appearances
on C0",eny Central 's "Make Me Laugh." This weekend's movies are
Batman and
Sleepy Hollow. They will be shown at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. in ME 104 Friday
and Sat·
~~

-

SUB wishes to thank you for a great year. If you have any comments
or sug·
gestions on anythi ng that we do please email us at s ub@urnr . edu. Good
luck on
finals and have a rea ll y good summer!

struggle and survival inspired everyone
in attendance.
The formal portion of the Dining·
Out was concluded with a video, which
highlighted cadet activities from the past
year. A fterwards, cadets and guests were
e~tertained with music, dancing and
refreshments to top off the evening.
E~eryone trom AFROTC is anxiously
looking forward to next year when they
will again get the opportunity to experi·
ence another Dining-Out.

Next Tuesday, May 2, the Uni·
versity of Missouri- Rolla Fi lm
Festival will present Yellow Submarine, directed by George Dun·
ning.
Yellow Submarine is a whim·
sical animated fantasy, with visuals
inspired by great songs of The Bea·
ties. When the ' happy, peaceful
kingdom of Pepperland is invaded
by the Blue Meanies, irs up to John,
Paul, George and Ringo .to save the
day. Songs include All You Need Is
Love, When I'm 64, Nowhere Man,
Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Heart's Club Band, Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds,
A Day
in the Life;' All Together Now, the previously unavailable Hey Bulldog and
the title
tune. G-1968.
The movie will be shown in Leach Theatre of Castleman Hall at 7 p.rn.

Scholarships awarded to
Management Systems majors
Stephanie Fitch
Management Systems
Three University of Missouri·
Rolla students in the Management Sys·
terns Program have been selected to
receive the ClBER EAS Achievement
Award Scholarsh ip. Application s were
solicited from college students nation·
wide, and UMR is proud to have the
largest number of students receiving the
award of any college or uni versity.

Tau Beta F:'i initiates new
members at campus wide BBO
Tau Beta Pi would li~e to extend congratula tions to the followi ng
indio
vidual s initiated on April 16, 2000:
Jordan Michael Ayers, Bryce Lawrence Barton, Philip Baird
Beccu, Jason R. Beckerdite, Shane Alan Bem skoetter, William Geo
rge Bolte,
Mary Alice Bone, Joseph Hogan Bradley, Amanda Lynn Brown,
Christina
Marie Eck, Nicholas Joseph Ereckson, Lu Gan, fohn Robert Gordon,
Bryan
Scot Grego ry, Tracy Elizabeth Hockenhu ll , Vince Gerald Kaimann
,
Stephanie Barbara Koenig, Jonathan Mark Li vengood, Keith Joseph
Lococo,
Ryan. Adam Mangels, Veronica Lynn McAffrey, Heather Sheree
Morgan ,
Justin Cory Pettijohn, Aaron Scott Reed, Alexandro Alberto Rigoni
, Daniel
Edward Ryan, Nathan Daniel Sauer, Rachel Jeanfje Schiller, Brian
Patrick
Schoene, Jamie Dee Schroetlin , Alison Marie Sievers, Garrett Cletus
Struck·
hoff, Erin Elaine Swearenge n: Sarah Kaye Taylor, Vas undhara Trisal,
Keith
Richard Wi llhaus, Brent Christophe r Willi ams, Wai Kei Wong,
Carolyn
Suzanne Wright
Our honorary member was Dr. Dwight C. Look, Jr.
We awa rd ed three scholarships to Sarah Tay lor, Seamus McGrath
and
Keith Williams.
Tau Beta Pi wo uld like to thank the School of Engineerin g and Kings·
fo rd Charcoal who contributed 10 its campus wide barbecue and
made it a
. suq:ess, and show its grati tude to the de partment chairs of Mechanica
l Engi ·
neering, Civil Eng ineering, Electri cal Engineerin g and Chemical
Engineer·
ing for contribul ing to th e lunch at Engineerin g Futures. It would also
like to
ex press its apprcciat ion to those of yo u who helped sponsor its workdays.

Scholarship winners were Doug
Ackenhausen, a Management Systems
senior, Laurie Ingram, also a Manage·
ment Systems senior and Shelley Erick·
son, a senior with a dual major in Man·
agement Systems and Computer Sci·
ence .
A 25 year old company, CIBER is
a recognized leader in providing innova·
tive IT sol utions and partnering wi th
custo mers to leverage technology in
today's e·Business-<iri ven marketplace.

Pan helle nic

Alumnae
present
scholarships
Laura Schoenbeck '
Pan hellenic Council
The University of Mi ssouri·Roll a
Panhellenic Council honored outstand·
ing scholarship among the sororities at
their annual Scholarship Brunch, April
16.
Among those honored were
Ren ee
Machacek ,
" Pan hellenic
Woman of the Year," and Ginger
Appleberry, "Greek Woman of the
Year."
The Phelps County Alumnae
Panhellenic honored Debbie Holdon
and Gi nny Heaton with two $ 1000
scholarships to continue the Greek
emphasis on academic excellence .
While Panhel organized and
plan ned the event, Phe lps County
· Alumn ae Panhelleni c hosted the
brunch. Thanks to their generosity, the
brunch was free for all collegians.
The sorori ty members enjoyed
the opportun ity to spend time wi th the
alumnae and wou ld like to thank them
for all of their suppo rt.
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Euthanasia

ROAD
CLOSED

Not to us! We're going straight a'head for
treatments and cures for 40 neuromuscular diseases.

WUDW
Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717
People help MDA. .. because MDA helps people. .

From page 11
less, he went through with it and
helped the man to Ii.nally rest peacefully.
Does it seem fair to tell this man
that he can 't die until the cancer kills
him? What about the friend, is it fair to
throw this man in 'prison because he
took his friend's pain away? These two
men are not criminals. They are simply
trying to ease the incredible physical
and emotional pain of a tenninal and
hopeless illness.
Now, the man is done with
chemotherapy, done with radiation,
done with feeding through a tube
inserted into his stomach. His children
now know he is in heaven and resting
pe,acefully, and they no longer try to
avoid the intense sorrow they felt
every time they passed the bathroom.
They have accepted that their father is
happier now and can watch them do
great things, things that would have
been impossible for him to watch
because of his ever-exhausted state.
The man 's wife no longer wishes for
her husband's pain' to cease and has
begun interacting with her children
more, coming out of her shell of
depression. Finally, the cancer victim
has been rid of the awesome, yet hopeless struggle that defines his type of
cancer. Where is the crime in all of
this? It is difficult to determine the
crime because there really isn 't any.
If a man is not free to decide
whether he li ves or dies, he has little
freedom after all. No force, be it ki ng,
president, committee or emperor, has

the right to detennine thai a man mu.st
continue to live against his will. This
goes against. everything that any rebel
nation ever stooo for, including u;;<
one.
If I ha~e a friend that tells Uncle
Sam that she wants to worship and
make as a mooeJ for her existence a
being widely known as an icon of evil,
he tells her that is her choice. Then, the
next day when she says she is going to
help me end my terrible life, including
the ·pain it is bringing my loved ones
and me, she is imprisoned. There are a
lot of strange laws on the books, out
most of them still allow a friend to help
another friend deal with a problem. It
is not the government's calling or responsibility to determine what is an
appropriate course of action.
I am deeply saddened by the
assumptions of moral incompetence
that the government seems to have
made regarding its population. That
shows no faith in the people, and tends
to make one suspicious of the alleged'
people-driven ruling system. If they
cannot even let us decide what is right
and wrong, they are not going to let us
decide how to deal with health care
atrophy, or what should be done for the
people of that oppressed third-world
country. We need to make clear to our
ruling body that we are capable of and
willing to make our own moral decisions and that we do not need overpowering help in this endeavor, but a
listening ,ear. A gove rnment "for the
people" needs to stop quixotically
attacking our morals and start listening
to what we are telling them in beautiful
simplicity.
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24 Rave
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25 Reel
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28H.t
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3OAnonymcus (abbr.)

31 Pre-Easter period
:l3 CoM>oy _ Men
34 Temporary bed
37 FonNer

44 Among
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48 H~haro
48c.,.
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SO Bulgerian money unit
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ACROSS

I

I was going 10 fire you myself, but I promised my sister's

kid if he got a '8' in science he could do the honors.

~P
·I

~

kParisi
The final examination period will begin Monday, May 8, 2000 at 8:00
a.m. and end at 6:00 p.m. Friday, May 12, 2000. Common finals are scheduled for those courses listed
in Section II below. Room
assignments for common finals will be announced by the instructors. The
courses not covered in Sections I, II, and III are to be arrange d by the instruct or in coopera
tion with the student s in that

•

4::

c.t
CI)

~)

Iter'S

B Eng 50
B Eng 110
B Eng 140, 150
Bio 110
CE233
CE 245
CE 299
EE 151
EE 153
EM 160
Hist 112, 175, 176
Math 8
.Math 21,22
Math 204
Math 208
ME 208
ME 211
ME 213
ME 240, 242
ME 279
ME 280
Phys 23, 24
Poly Sci 90
Regula r Finals
First Weekly Class
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday

Tuesday
Thursday
Tuesday
. Wednesday
Thursday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Monday
Thursday
Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Thursday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Thursday
Wednesday
Monday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Monday
Wednesday
Monday

Meeting
7:30
8:30
9:30
10:30
11:30
12:30
1:30
2:30
8:05 or 8:30
9:30
10:30
11 :05 or 11 :30
12:30

Final Exam
Friday
Wednesday
Thursday
Tuesday
Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Friday
Monday
Friday
Friday
Thursday
Thursday
Wednesday

8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
1:30-3:30
1:30-3:30
8:007 10:00
1:30-3:30
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
8:00~10:00

8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
1:30-3:30
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
1:30-3:30
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00
8:00-10:00

Time
4:00-6:00
10:30-12 :30
10:30-12 :30
10:30-12 :30
1:30-3:30
4:00-6:00
4:00-6 :00
1:30-3:30
10:30-12 :30
-10:30-12:30
8:00-10:00
1:30-3:30
4:00-6:00 ·
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Today
5:30 p.m. - Blue Key weekly meeting, ME 216
6:00 p.m. - Eta Kappa Nu meeting,
EEG 31
6:00 p.m. - MSM Spelunkers Club
meeting, McN 204
7:00 p.m. - AIChE meeting, ChE G3
7:00 p.m. - Society of Manufacturing Engineers monthly meeting,
EM 102
7:00 p.m. - Alpha Phi Alpha Pool
tournament, 1)CE game room
7:00 p.m. - Amateur Radio Club
meetings and otTice hours, EE
G29,30
7:30 p.m. - History Cl ub meeting,
HSS 204
8:00 p.m . - SUB presents comedian
Darren Carter, Centennial Hall,
UCE

II

Thursday
5:00 p.m. - Christian Campus Fellow.ship bib le st ud y, EE G31
5:00 p.m. - American Soc iety of
Mechanical Engin~ers meeting,
ME 104
6:00 p.m. - UMR Toastmasters meeting, CSF 109
7:00 p.m. - Solar Car Team meetings,
BE 202
7:45 p.m. - St. Pats weekly meeting,
ME Annex 107C

Saturday

Friday
II :00 a.m. - StuClen t Un ion Board
BBQ, Puck
3:00 p.m . - American Society of Civil
Engineers concrete canoe presentation.s, EE G31
3:00 p.m. - Trap & Skeet Club weekly meeting, UCE
5:00 p.m. - SB vs. Southwest Baptist,
Warrensburg, MO
5:00 p.m. - TF at Missouri Southern ,
Joplin, MO
7:00 p.m. - SUB presents: Batman
and Sleepy Hollow, ME 104
7:00 p.m. - Show Me Anime meetings, 204 Mc N
TBA - TF at Drake, Des Moines, IA

Monday

7:00 a.m. - Christian Campus Fell owship prayer
meeting, Sunri se room , UCE

April 2n. 2000

'/: 00 a.m. - C. L. Dak e Soc iety
Rock/Mineral auction, McNutt
II :00 a. m. - SB vs. Central Missouri,
Warrensburg, MO
12:30 p.m. - Show Me Anime, Anime
showing, McN 212 .
1:00 p.m. - BB at Truman- State,
Kirksvi ll e, MO
1:00 p.m. - National Society of Black
Engineers tutorial program, McN
204
3:00 p.m. - SB vs. Lincoln, Warrensburg, MO
7:00 p.m. - SUB presents: Batman
and Sleepy Hollow; ME 104
TBA - GO in Mi'5ouri Benefit Tourney, home
TBA - TF at Drake, Des Moines, IA

Sunday
4:00 p_m. - Alpha Ph i Alpha chapter
meetings, Silver & Gold room,
UCE
5:00 p.m. - M Club Awards Banquet,
Centennial Hall , UCE

All organizational meeting times and places arc
provided by the Student
Activitv Center, 218
UCW.. Please send all
changes to the aforementioned office.
SPORT CODES: FB-Football, MS-Men's Soccer,
WS-Women's Soccel; MBMen's Baslietball, \vBWomen's Baslietball, SWSwimming, BB-Baseball.

Tuesday
6:00 p.m . - UMR Independents otTicer meeting,
Walnut room, UCW
6:30 p.m. - American Indian Science & Engineering Soc iety meeting, 212 ERL

5:30 p.m. - Interfraternit y Council meeting,
MeN 216

7:00 p.m. - Association of Engineering Geo logists meeting, MeN 265
8:30 p.m. - Circle K meeting, ME 117
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